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he battle that shut down the government and threatened default on America’s financial obligations is over, for now, and the government is once again open for business. The key issue
in this fight was over the Affordable Care Act, also known as Obamacare. Democrats wanted
no changes to the law, while Republicans wanted to defund or delay the individual mandate.
The employer mandate that requires companies with more than 50 full-time employees to offer
health insurance or pay a penalty has already been delayed until 2015.
Republicans lost this round, but given the balky rollout of the new exchanges it’s entirely possible
that the individual mandate will also need to be delayed. The open enrollment period is scheduled to
end March 31, 2014, but don’t be surprised if that date is extended. After all, how can the government
penalize people for not signing up for health insurance when the system clearly doesn’t work yet?
What does all this mean for owners of tree care companies? I suspect most have not been paying a
lot of attention, since fall is a busy time of the year and the employer mandate only applies to companies with 50 or more employees. (There are some minor paperwork requirements for smaller
companies.)
Ignoring the impact of the law – even if it doesn’t apply to your company immediately – would be
a mistake, however. For better or worse (and we all have our opinions on that one), implementation
of the new law will profoundly change the affordability and availability of health care for your
employees. If nothing significant changes, more Americans will be covered by some form of health
care plan 18 months from now than are covered today.
Employers who compete for trained or unskilled workers better keep that in mind in the months
ahead. If two jobs both pay $16 an hour and one comes with employer subsidized health care and the
other doesn’t, which company do you think that potential employee will choose?
Employers spend significant time and money designing benefits plans to meet their employees’
needs and attract and retain key workers. Health care is the most expensive benefit out there.
Yet studies by MetLife on employee benefits shows a strong connection between benefits satisfaction and job satisfaction. Employees who are “very satisfied” with their benefits are more than three
times as likely to report satisfaction with their jobs than those who are “very dissatisfied” with their
benefits (79 percent vs. 22 percent).
You are are faced with difficult decisions about employee benefits in general and health care specifically. Generous benefits help retain workers, but what good are happy workers when your expenses
rise to the point where you can’t win a bid or turn a profit?
We’ll keep studying the law and will provide the best advice we can on what you should do as an
employer and TCIA member. Your choices aren’t going to get any easier as the individual mandate
followed by the employer mandate start to transform the health-care marketplace.
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ON THE COVER: Chris Bramlage, arborist with
Arborguard Tree Specialists’ recently accredited
Charlotte, North Carolina, office, prunes a 90-inch-dbh
yellow poplar (Photo by Ron Randle) – a Mecklenburg
County Forestry Association designated “Treasure
Tree” as the largest of its species in Mecklenburg
County – at the Duke Mansion in Charlotte in October
2013. The work was part of a tree preservation program the company provides for the historic site.
Spence Rosenfeld, Arborguard president, can be seen
standing beside this tree in one of the pictures accompanying a story about Duke Mansion on
www.arborguard.com. See related article on trees of
Charlotte in this month’s Regional Section.
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Can you identify these cultural images from the past 13 years, and name the year? If not, check page 18 to see the ones you missed.

The 21st century brought
new challenges, new successes and a new name for
the association representing the tree care industry
By David Rattigan
he Millenium brought fears that the
world’s computers would all re-set
themselves to zero, resulting in
shutdowns and mass calamity. And
then… nothing happened. Once the
world didn’t end, business went
on as usual, and we were in the
21st century.
Unfortunately, radical changes
were coming. In 2001, the
September 11 attack on the Twin
Towers and the Pentagon led the
United States and other nations into
the War on Terror, and wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and more terrorist attacks in
the U.S. and elsewhere that included the
2013 Boston Marathon bombings.

T
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There have been huge changes over the
past 13 years in other areas, from the economy to technology to weather. Since the
turn of the century, there has been a
renewed focus on energy resources, concern over climate change, the economic
rise of China and a global economic crisis.
There was a bursting of the dotcom bubble
early, and the housing bubble later. There
have been public health concerns about
antibiotic resistance and the H1N1 flu.
Scientists completed the Human Genome
Project, the Mars exploration rover landed
successfully, the International Space
Station was manned, and Pluto was
no longer designated as a planet.
Closer to home for arborists,
Asian longhorned beetle and
emerald ash borer have begun
to impact the tree care industry
in a manner similar to how Dutch
elm disease did 75 years ago.
For the National Arborist
Association, things were good at
the start of the century, and there were big
changes coming. A membership drive had
resulted in 640 new members in 1999, and
in 2000 the association’s membership
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

peaked at 2,958. The association had hired
a new executive vice president in 1999,
Cynthia Mills, who worked with John
Wright, NAA president, and the Board of
Directors to develop its plan for the 21st
century.
As the introduction to the January 2000
NAA Reporter newsletter noted, the association had spent the previous year

Mark Tobin, president of Hartney Greymont and NAA chair
in 2001, with Cynthia Mills at the New England Grows
trade show.

examining its mission and its goals, and
planning to meet challenges ahead.
“Scientists today are working on grasses
that will stay lush and green – and only
have to be mowed once a year!” it read,
“Who can predict what’s in store in the
realm of arboriculture?”
In the ensuing years the association
would make some major changes, building
on the successes of previous years and its
mission to represent the interests of those
in the tree care industry. The association
would change its name, take a bigger seat
at the table with the United States government, create groundbreaking accreditation
and safety programs, and change its executive again late in the first decade, this time
making the first smooth leadership transition in its 75-year-history.
A plan for change
One of the most dramatic changes under
Mills came in April 2003, when the association changed its name from the National
Arborist Association to the Tree Care
Industry Association.
The association was already running
both Tree Care Industry Magazine and its
annual Tree Care Industry (TCI) EXPO, so
the change made sense for branding purposes.
Market
research,
which
recommended the change, also indicated
that many consumers didn’t know what the
term “arborist” was. (In fact, on at least
one occasion the staff had to evacuate its
headquarters following a phoned-in bomb
threat believed to have been delivered by
someone who confused the term with

A crew from Back Tree Service in Cincinnati, Ohio, poses with the Accreditation Tree at TCI EXPO 2006 in Baltimore,
Maryland. Tim Back, proud of his company’s having earned the credential, commissioned the carving, transported it to
Baltimore and presented it to TCIA for display at the show.

“abortionist.”)
The association was also operating in
Canada and had an office in England, so
“national” wasn’t an accurate description,
recalls Mark Garvin, who had been hired
in 1996 as the editor of TCI Magazine. He
also notes, “The name ‘Arborist
Association’ implied that we were a professional society of arborists, and we’re
not. We’re a trade association of companies representing the industry. We found

This is the eighth and final installment of a TCI Magazine monthly series on the 75year history of TCIA and the state of the tree care industry during those years.
Previous installments include:
Part 1: “Tree Care Prior to the Founding of TCIA,” April 2013
Part 2: “The Birth of an Association, the War, and the Post War Boom,” May 2013
Part 3: “The 1950s – An Industry Booms, and the Rise of the Machines,” June 2013
Part 4: “The 1960s – A Green Industry Goes Through a Psychedelic Decade,” July 2013
Part 5: “The ’70s: A Time of Change For the Science of Tree Care, the Equipment, the Country and the NAA,”
August 2013
Part 6: “The 1980s Were Big in Lots of Ways, While NAA Grew in Membership and Influence,” September
2013
Part 7: “The 1990s: Taking a Green Decade by the Horns,” October 2013

TCIA’s year-long 75th Anniversary Celebration will culminate with our 75th
Anniversary Museum at TCI EXPO 2013 in Charlotte, North Carolina, November 1416, 2013. Series installments can be viewed online at www.tcia.org/publications.
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that ‘Tree Care Industry’ was a better fit for
a trade association.”
The name change was not universally
welcomed. One who preferred not to be
identified notes that “arborist” had a professional connotation, and felt that creating
a new name and image “wiped out” the
credibility built up by the NAA over its
history.
“In the circles we were trying to influence, they knew who we were,” the
arborist says. “Creating a new identity was
redundant to our purpose.”
But most people accepted the change
pretty quickly.
“It really didn’t take long for people to
grab on to the name change,” Mills recalls.
“Not everybody is going to like any name
change, but for as big a change as that is, it
quickly became accepted.”
Mills came from a background not in
arboriculture but trade associations, and
brought those practices to her position. The
board of directors, which had been handson during the transition period following
Robert Felix’s death in 1996, shifted its
focus to strategic governance.
The 2002 “Transformation of the
Industry” strategic plan set priorities and
13

Adirondack Tree Experts of Beltsville, Maryland, the third company in that state to earn TCIA Accreditation, in February
2006, was so proud they put up a billboard touting their achievement.

preferred outcomes for the next decade. It
read:
“In a decade, when we have transformed the industry…
• Consumers will have
practical, viable means to
identify qualified tree care
companies that are credentialed and trustworthy in
their business, arboriculture, and safety standards and
practices.
• Safety will have measurably improved.
Accident rates will have lowered.
• The government will regularly seek the
advice and counsel of TCIA as a source of
industry standards and as a partner in legislation and regulation.
• TCIA will have measurable brand
image as the voice of the tree care industry
with members, government, and consumers; and growing media awareness.
• Associate Members will perceive themselves as partners with TCIA building
stronger markets between consumers, credentialed tree care companies, and
Associate Members.”
That led to the creation of company standards and best practices that became the
TCIA Accreditation program, and the
Certified Treecare Safety Professional
(CTSP) program – which has spawned
other initiatives focused on safety in the
industry, including the publication of the
injury and fatality calendar that serves as a
14

monthly reminder of safety needs and
issues.
Accreditation is a tool to help professionalize tree care companies
through extensive training,
and to identify those companies as such. After test and pilot
programs were run, Owen
Tree Service of Attica,
Michigan, and C. L. Frank
and Co. of Northhampton,
Massachusetts, were the first companies in
the nation to be accredited, in May
2004. There are presently 368
accredited companies, with 26
more currently working
toward Accreditation.
“Accreditation begins to validate that a company, not just an
individual, has the capacity to perform arboriculture services as a
whole, in a manner that follows all regula-

tory requirements across the board,” says
Kevin Caldwell, owner of Caldwell Tree
Care of Roswell, Georgia, accredited since
2007, and former chair of the TCIA board.
The CTSP program, launched in 2006,
develops safety program managers who
learn strategies and tactics for changing the
safety culture of their organization. The
first workshop drew 13 participants, but
word-of-mouth was positive, and the program grew.
Today there are 1,116 CTSPs in North
America, including 35 in Canada. There
are approximately 400 additional candidates enrolled in the program and working
toward their credential, according to Peter
Gerstenberger, TCIA’s senior advisor for
safety, compliance, and standards.
Mills gives credit to the forward thinking of board members who drafted the
strategic plan.
“They took that on boldly and are beginning to culturally transform companies and
the industry,” says Mills, who is now president and CEO of the Carolinas Associated
General Contractors (Carolinas AGC) and
the American Road and Transportation
Builders Association (ARTBA). She is
also the president, CEO and founder of
The Leaders Haven, an international executive coaching, speaking and consulting
business.
The “aughts” (first decade of the 2000s)
also saw a change in the association’s
relationship with the government,
specifically the Occupational
Health
and
Safety
Administration. For years, the
association had been at loggerheads with OSHA over
regulation, specifically about the
government’s insistence on classifying urban tree care with the logging

Participants in the second CTSP workshop, which was held at TCI EXPO 2006 in Baltimore.
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industry. The relationship was often antagonistic, with lawsuits and threats of
lawsuits, but the President George W. Bush
administration’s late-1990s mandate for
better relations between government and
industry ushered in an era of better cooperation, including the development of a
formal TCIA/OSHA alliance from 20032009.
In yet another new initiative, TCIA
formed the Voice for Trees political action
committee in 2004, led by Mark Garvin,
by then chief program officer and who
later would succeed Mills as the association’s top executive.
Dating back to a meeting in 1999,
Gerstenberger says, state and federal
OSHA’s have accepted industry input, educational content, (“Being frank, we
provided the work, and they provided the
censorship,” Gerstenberger says), and
background that has been used to draft
some rules specific to the tree care industry. Virginia and Maryland have developed
a separate set of standards for arborists,
and the association remains optimistic that
eventually it will be treated independently
of logging standards.
“OSHA is a big boat,” Gerstenberger
says. “It takes a long time to turn it
around.”
Marketing and more
Throughout its history, change in the tree
care industry could often be linked to
changes in the world around it, or linked to
developments in the decade or decades that
preceded it.
While the world debated the influences
of global warming and climate change, for
instance, there were major storms and hurricanes such as Katrina, Irene, and Sandy
that at various times since 2000 have
wreaked havoc and necessitated major
cleanup efforts.
In a more pedestrian example, the rise
of direct mail marketing in the 1990s
evolved into the development of e-commerce. And in climbing, advances in
rock climbing brought new ideas and
new gear to climbers in the tree care
industry. Both of these benefited Tobe
Sherrill, who founded Sherrill Inc. (now
called SherrillTree) in Greensboro,
North Carolina.
Sherrill published his first catalogue in

TCIA formed the Voice for Trees political action committee in 2004, and began taking part in Legislative Day on the Hill
shortly thereafter. Leg Day, held every other year, gives members a chance to meet with politicians in Washington to discuss industry issues. Here, Mark Garvin, Richie Almstead, Art Batson and Phil Chambers post outside the capitol in 2011.

1990, catering to tree care professionals
and climbing enthusiasts. While his mailorder business thrived in the 1990s, by the
mid-2000s the e-commerce business had
begun to generate more sales, and shortly
thereafter became the primary selling
method.
“The bulk of the advancements in tree
climbing came in the late ’90s, with the
large infusion of rock climbing gear into
the industry,” Sherrill says. “In the 2000s, I
think it was a refining of that use of climbing tools that included carabiners and
harnesses that were a bit more refined than
they used to be – far beyond the butt strap
and waist belt that was (popular) in the
’80s ... The advancements came primarily

in refinement.”
Sherrill recalled that in the early aughts,
spurs or spikes were being used less and
the throwline launcher (SherrillTree’s
model is “The Big Shot”) was used more.
He notes that single-rope technique (SRT),
which is hugely popular now, at that time
was the climbing style used in Australia
and New Zealand.
“Some of these techniques are fluid, and
move around the planet,” says Sherrill.
Another trend he observed was that
manufacturers were diversifying their
product lines, and competing in each others’ markets.
“The chipper manufacturers now are
making stump grinders, and vice versa,”

TCIA’s first-ever West Coast show, TCI EXPO Spring 2004, was in Sacramento, California. The next year it was moved to
Long Beach, Calif., shown here, after which the West Coast shows were discontinued due to weak attendance.
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When he spoke – they listened. Dr. Alex Shigo during his last TCI EXPO speaking engagement, in 1998. The cover of his
book, Compartmentalization of Decay in Trees, or (CODIT), is seen in the inset.

Sherrill says. “That was pretty stunning
back in the mid-2000s.”
In some regions, the tool becoming more
popular was the crane, which is now frequently set up in the front yard to do work
in the backyard.
“In 1973, I worked with a crane in
Michigan,” says Paul Wolfe, president of
Rockville, Maryland-based Integrated
Plant Care, Inc. and past president of
NAA. “It was an 8-ton crane and we were
the only company in Lansing that was
using a crane for the removal of elm trees.
An 8-ton crane is nothing nowadays, yet
for us it was a vast improvement over anything we had beforehand.
“Now it’s not unusual to set a 90-ton
crane on the street and remove a tree safe-

ly, efficiently, with no risks of virtually
anything. For the removal side of things, I
look at a crane first. It’s more cost-efficient
initially to invest the extra money, because
in the end, it saves.
“The use of loaders, grapple trucks, has
increased significantly over the years.
There are many companies now who it’s
all they do, haul wood for arborists, and are
doing quite well. They haul away huge
pieces of wood now, whereas before we
would be cutting those up ... those technologies are taking a lot of the hard labor
out of our profession.”
For manufacturers, consumers, and distributors, TCI EXPO continued to create
an important opportunity by bringing those
in the field together for educational

Group photo of participants in TCIA’s Day of Service on Belle Isle, in Detroit, Michigan, held in conjunction with TCI EXPO 2004.
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demonstrations and displays of equipment,
from rope to heavy machinery.
“It’s not only a seeing, feeling and
touching, but an opportunity to speak with
others who may have experience with
these pieces,” says Wolfe.
Attendance at the first TCI EXPO – in
Richmond, Virginia, in 1990 – was 624,
but within a few years the event was drawing well more than 1,000 each year, and by
the new century EXPO would draw 2,000
to more than 3,000, depending on the location. The biggest crowds were traditionally
in Baltimore (3,125 in 2006), until it was
eclipsed by Hartford in 2007 (3,414).
For some, the TCI EXPO feeds a thirst
for knowledge, says Sherrill, and brings
the consumer and the equipment together
where he or she can see and feel and compare the equipment, and see how it’s used.
The knowledge gained can benefit not just
the consumer but also the manufacturer
and the distributor.
“Absolutely,” Sherrill confirms. “If
they’ve been flipping through my cata-

Poolside forums have been a popular addition to the
agenda at Winter Management Conference, such as this
one in the Bahamas in 2009.

A section of the TCI EXPO 2007 trade show floor in Hartford, Connecticut, TCIA’s best attended show ever, with 3,414 attendees.

Arguably the leading educator among
commercial arborists was Dr. Alex Shigo,
a well-traveled lecturer whose seminal
concept was “the compartmentalization of
decay in trees (CODIT),” which explained
how a tree had natural defenses against the
spread of decay, and actions by the caretaker (such as cavity-filling) could negate
the tree’s natural defenses. He died in a
household accident in 2006.
“More than any other, he had a talent for
bringing a very lofty scientific message to
the industry and explaining it in a way that
could be fully understood,” Gerstenberger
recalls. “Al Shigo was a big part philosopher, and he was very engaging and
entertaining as a speaker. And at the end of
the day, he was a scientist.”

logue for three years, and never had a TCI
EXPO near them, and then they show up at
the event and (climber) Ken Palmer or
whoever is demonstrating a new climbing
style that utilizes hardware the guy’s never
seen in use, now he’s ready to buy. Now he
sees it and understands how it works and
understands the efficiencies.”
New technology also provided a different medium for the delivery of educational
materials, which had become increasingly
a part of the industry in the 1980s and
1990s. First as videotapes and later as
compact discs, the instructional material
was a popular buy for tree care companies,
who would also hire climbers and arborists
to provide presentations or programs that
would better educate workers in the field.

Dr. Alex Shigo examining roots. Dr. Shigo died in October 2006.

Transitioning smoothly
Mills, by then president
and CEO, left the association in November 2009.
For the first time in its history the transition to a new
leader went smoothly.
That had not been the
case previously. When
longtime executive secretary Paul Tilford retired
after 25 years at the end of
1965, there was instability
at the top until Robert
Felix began his tenure of
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more than 25 years during the early 1970s.
When Felix died suddenly in 1996, the
association went through three different
leadership arrangements before Mills was
hired in March 1999.
Mills, the association professional, had
put a succession plan in place. Mark
Garvin, hired by Bob Felix back in 1996 as
editor of TCI Magazine, rose through the
ranks to chief program officer by 2008.
When Mills left, he became Mills’ interim
replacement, and applied for the top job.
“It was not a forgone conclusion,” says
Garvin, recalling a true story. “As one of
the members of the search committee told

Cynthia Mills with Mark Garvin at a farewell luncheon held
for Mills in 2009 at the New Hampshire TCIA offices.
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TCIA outgrew its office space and moved into a new office, in Londonderry, New Hampshire, in June 2008. TCIA Board members who helped welcomed guests to a house-warming party included, from left, Randy Owen, Will Maley, Terrill Collier,
Scott Packard, Ron Keith, Cynthia Mills, Scott Jamieson, Ben Tresselt, Erich Schneider, and Steve Sylvester.

New Hampshire; it might have been locatme, ‘We found a really, really tremendous
ed in Washington, D.C.”
candidate, but we decided to hire you anyThat idea was eventually dismissed and
way.’”
Garvin was hired.
Garvin was an interim leader until
Once he was in place, the
the following June, in part
board of directors decided
because TCIA was conto revisit its 10-year
sidering a unification
strategic plan, and look
with another trade associmore closely at the five outation, the Professional
comes
guiding
the
Landcare
Network Safety has been, is and will continue to be an
(PLANET), which rep- issue for the association “Until We’re All Safe.” association’s work.
“We decided that the
resents
landscape
five outcomes we had been working at for
industry professionals. “They didn’t think
the past decade were all still very relevant
it would be good to hire a new president
and important for the association,” Garvin
when it was far from certain whether the
says, adding that they decided to refocus
president of TCIA would be the president
more closely on three: growing memberof the unified organization, or even where
ship through stronger engagement, loyalty
it would be located,” Garvin says. “It
and community (after a dip with a poor
might have been located in Manchester,

economy, membership is rising again to a
projected 2,270 in 2014); increasing safety
outreach; and being recognized by the public and the industry as the leader in setting
professional standards for tree care.
The most visible progress on these goals
so far is the establishment of five regional
outreach coordinators over the past year,
one each in the Chicago area, the Great
Lakes, Texas/Louisiana, the Southeast and
Southern California.
“Many of these are the goals that the
association started with 75 years ago,
adapted to the new challenges that have
arisen and been met over time,” says
Garvin. “Looking ahead, our members, our
ex-members and our potential future members are going to be very surprised to find
that everywhere they look and everywhere
they turn, there’s going to be a TCIA program, a TCIA employee or a TCIA
ambassador there, ready to help them run
their businesses in a more profitable and
safer manner.
“Our mission today, advancing tree care
businesses, is one we inherited from our
founding in 1938. We continue true to that
mission.”
David Rattigan is a freelance writer
whose work has also been published in The
Boston Globe, People magazine, Sports
Illustrated, The Sporting News, and other
publications.

Name those icons!
Identity of images at the top of page 12,
starting top left: Twin towers remains,
September 11, 2001; Wikipedia, founded
2001; Facebook, founded 2004; Michael
Jackson dies, 2009; Lord of the Rings movies
released, 2001; Nintendo Wii released, 2006.
Second row: Steve Jobs with the release of
the iPhone, 2007; Curt Schilling’s bloody
sock, 2004 Red Sox World Series
Championship; Indian Ocean Tsunami, 2004;
Wikileaks Julian Assange, founded 2006;
Saddam Hussein execution, 2006; Space
Shuttle Columbia explodes, 2003.

Tchukki Andersen, from left, BCMA, CTSP and TCIA staff arborist, with two of TCIA’s new regional outreach coordinators,
Erica Strein, Southeast, and Margaret Hall Spencer, Texas/Louisiana, at the 2013 staff retreat.
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Third row: Barak Obama wins the Presidency,
2008; AIG $150 billion bailout, 2008;
Hurricane Katrina, 2005; Hanging chad from
the 2004 Election; Obamacare protests, 2010.

Send Cutting Edge News items to: editor@tcia.org

Cutting Edge - News

Bartlett’s Alan Jones elected
to TCIA Board of Directors
Alan Hill Jones, a vice president and
division manager at The F. A. Bartlett Tree
Expert Company, has been elected to serve
a three-year term on the TCIA Board of
Directors. His term
begins in February
2014, with an
induction ceremony
at
Winter
Management
Conference
at
Atlantic Paradise
Island, Bahamas.
Jones
joined
Bartlett in 1989 as
Alan Jones
an arborist representative
in
Virginia, having previously spent three
years as a cooperative extension agent with
the University of the District of Columbia,

in Washington, D.C. He moved up to local
manager in Charlottesville, Virginia, in
1991, and to assistant division manager in
1993. He became vice president and division manager in 2001. His current duties
include recruiting, operations management, personnel management and ensuring
the financial success of 10 offices and five
satellite operations.

Asplundh celebrates its 85th
Asplundh Tree Expert Co., based in
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, is celebrating its 85th anniversary throughout 2013.
On September 12, more than 350
employees of the Asplundh headquarters
gathered for an afternoon of old-fashioned
fun, food and entertainment “under the big
top” on the company’s front lawn. To kick
off the celebration, the Asplundh family
members who serve as executives of this
privately-held company, dedicated a freshly-planted Princeton elm, a cultivar that is

resistant to Dutch elm disease.

Morbark signs agreement
with dealer for China
Greenman Machinery Company has
signed a contract with Morbark, Inc., to
become the exclusive Morbark Tree Care
Products dealer in China, excluding
Taiwan. Greenman Machinery Group
Holding Company is a dedicated sales and
professional service provider of equipment
in the lawn and garden, turf and grounds
care, and landscaping and irrigation systems. Headquartered in Beijing, China,
Greenman has more than 100 sales outlets
across China. Established in 1995,
Greenman has grown from a few people to
more than 1,000 employees.
The two companies held a contract signing ceremony on Sept. 11, 2013, as part of
Michigan Governor Rick Snyder’s 10-day
investment mission to China and Japan.
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Cutting Edge - Products

ArborSystems Pointle Palm quick-connect injection tip

Chipero’s chip delivery app

ArborSystems’ Pointle Palm is a new quick-connect injection tip for their Wedgle DirectInject tree treatment system. It is designed to get into the toughest plants and place the
chemical or nutrient in the right spot, with treatment delivered fast and effectively at a
known dose rate with virtually no environmental exposure associated
with foliage
spray, soil
injection or drenching. The 3-inch Pointle Palm has a pointed end that aids
the tip in getting into the palm. The chemical ports are recessed to minimize plant material from clogging the tip. The tip design was developed to penetrate a palm’s outer husk and
deliver chemical into the inner active layers. The ArborSystems Tip Setter is used to set and
remove the injection tip. The Pointle Palm is available separately or in a kit that includes
the tip, tip setter, tip cleaning and storage container, instruction guide and rugged case.
www.arborsystems.com (TCI EXPO Booth #909)

Chipero’s wood chip delivery app
helps clients find free locations to deliver wood chips. It is designed to help tree
care companies manage an existing list
of dump sites, and Chipero works with
local farms, homeowners, schools and
other groups to find more dump sites.
The app uses a client’s phone’s location
to show the closest places to dump,
along with all relevant information (contact
info,
driving direct i o n s ,
delivery
instructions).
A chip truck
driver can
manage the
delivery
start-to-finish from a
smartphone,
and the business saves
on gas, wearand-tear, and
crew downtime. Chipero
offers subscription plans as low as
$600/crew/year – less than $2 a day per
crew to save costly downtime. The app is
available for both iPhone and Android,
and has a Web and text message interface
to manage deliveries from the office or if
a crew does not use smartphones.
www.chipero.com (TCI EXPO Booth
#302)

Circle 90 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Singing Rock Timber II Harness
Liberty Mountain’s Singing Rock Timber II is a nylonconstructed saddle with a replaceable bridge, ample gear
loops and space for additional gear caddies, which integrate
into the waist. Weighing just under 4 pounds, the light construction still offers thick and stiff padding in the
waist belt and leg loops to provide lumbar and leg
support while hanging. Timber II has an adjustable
suspension system supporting each leg independently
and is designed to alleviate pinching during use. The nylon webbing bridge with included
steel arborist ring enables easy positioning and provides good range of motion for those long
reaching cuts. Timber II has four gear loops and utilizes the speed-buckle system rated at
5,000 pounds per buckle for easy organization and convenient use. Weighing just 1800
grams (63.5 ounces), Timber II is available in medium-large and extra-large sizes. Certified:
CE 0123 •EN 358 •EN 813. www.libertymountain.com. (TCI EXPO Booth #1807)
Circle 91 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

The Boomerope line tool
Boomerope Tools Inc.’s new Boomerope line-threading tool
is designed to place rope precisely where you need it, every
time, and return the end of the rope directly to you. Operate the
pole-mounted Boomerope from the ground, a tie-in point or an
aerial platform to place working lines, rigging lines, tag lines,
and guy lines. Reduce time, risk, and effort climbing. Designed
for tip-tying branches, flopping trees and placing climbing lines
easily in dirty trees, the current model can place a rope around
a 10-inch limb or through an opening as small as 1 inch, so you
can thread a carabiner if required. Constructed from rugged
thermoplastics, including ABS and glass-reinforced nylon, the
Boomerope weighs 24 ounces and the line reels weigh the
same. It works with sectional poles with a ferrule adapter, or any
standard telescopic poles. Line reels have 25 feet of control line
and extend to match any length pole. www.boomerope.com.
Circle 92 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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For more information on products
featured here, circle the number
on the Reader Service Card, or
visit www.tcia.org/Publications.
Send Cutting Edge Product
information to: editor@tcia.org

Terex Environmental TAC 720 chipper
Terex Environmental Equipment’s new TAC 720 chipper, a 13inch-capacity, towable, drum-style chipper, is designed as a strong
addition to Terex Environmental’s arborist hand-fed chipper line.
The 18-inch-wide by 13-inch-high infeed opening allows material with multiple limbs and
branches to be processed
with less trimming. The 18inch- by 24-inch-diameter
drum offers two full
knife
pockets
with two knives
per pocket. The
TAC 720 has a
directional forestry
discharge chute, allowing for maximum throwing velocity for its class size. It produces small, more consistent
chips, which effectively helps to compact the material. Being
small, easy to tow and with a simple design that makes the
machine extremely easy to operate, this unit is designed to fit
landscape, commercial and municipal applications as well as the
rental market. Visit www.terex.com/environmental-equipment.
(TCI EXPO Booth #302)
Circle 94 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Please help us help you to continue
enjoying TCI Magazine!
TCIA exists to help tree care businesses, you, do business better.
TCI Magazine is one of the ways
we do that.
Q. What can you do to help us
maintain our position as the best
magazine in the tree care industry?
A. Fill out a subscription card for
your FREE subscription every year (in
every issue), or renew online at
www.tcia.org/publications.
Q. Why?
A. It costs money to publish a highquality magazine. Advertising
support enables us to provide you
the highest quality educational, scientific, business and safety articles.
Q. How does filling out a subscription card help?
A. Advertisers look at the number of
subscribers who request the magazine by filling out a card. To them,
it means people are reading it.

Q. What if you don’t fill it out?
A. We don’t look as attractive to
advertisers and they may not support the magazine, and the quality of
the magazine suffers. Also, after
three years you’ll be dropped from
the list.
Q. How often should you fill out
the card?
A. Once a year would be best.
Directly requesting the magazine is
the best way you can show advertisers that you are actually reading
the magazine. Doing so every year
shows them that you are reading it
regularly. We show them those
numbers.
Q. So, will filling out the card once
a year help TCI keep you informed
in countless ways that will benefit
your career and your business?
A. Yes.
Q. Can we make it any clearer?
A. You tell us.
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Industry Almanac

Events & Seminars
November 7, 2013
EHAP/Electrical Hazards Awareness Program Workshop
Lussier Heritage Center, Madison, WI
Contact: kritchotte@tcia.org; www.tcia.org

More almanac online! For the most up to date calendar information,
visit www.tcia.org ð events ð industry-calendar
Send almanac listings to editor@tcia.org,
or post them yourself on TCIA’s Industry Calendar – follow the directions above.
November 14-16, 2013*
2013 TCI EXPO Conference & Trade Show
Pre-conference workshops Nov. 13
Charlotte Convention Center, Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; info@tcia.org;
www.expo.tci.org

November 8, 2013
A Morning with the Oaks & Books
L.A. County Arboretum & Botanical Gardens,
Acadia, CA
Contact: WCISA, registration@wcisa.net

November 15, 2013*
Chipper Operator Specialist workshop
TCI EXPO 2013, Charlotte Conv. Ctr, Charlotte, NC
Contact: info@tcia.org; www. expo2013.tcia.org

November 12-13, 2013*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

November 15, 2013*
Revising the Pruning Standard Open Forum
TCI EXPO 2013, Charlotte Conv. Ctr, Charlotte, NC
Contact: info@tcia.org; www. expo2013.tcia.org

November 13, 2013*
Tree Injection Summit
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories, Charlotte, NC
Contact: info@tcia.org; www. expo2013.tcia.org

January 8, 2014
TCIA Webinar: Don’t Let an Injury Cripple Your
Business: 3-4 pm
Contact: dlee@tcia.org; www.tcia.org

November 13, 2013*
EHAP Train the Trainer workshop
TCI EXPO 2013, Charlotte Conv. Ctr, Charlotte, NC
Contact: info@tcia.org; www. expo2013.tcia.org

January 14-15, 2014*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Turf Valley Resort, Ellicott City, MD
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

November 13, 2013*
EHAP/Electrical Hazards Awareness Program Workshop
TCI EXPO 2013, Charlotte Conv. Ctr, Charlotte, NC
Contact: info@tcia.org; www. expo2013.tcia.org

January 21-24, 2014
Advanced Landscape Plant IPM PHC Short Course
University of Maryland, College Park, MD
Contact: (301) 405-3913; akoeiman@umd.edu
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What’s coming in TCI?
Each issue of TCI Magazine contains a variety
of articles tailored to the specific needs, concerns
and interests arborists. TCI solicits a number of
articles from outside writers to keep its editorial
content fresh.
Do you have a story for TCI? The editor will be
happy to review your idea or manuscript and discuss it with you. Here are some of the upcoming
topics for the next two issues:

December
Machinery & Equipment:
Wood Processing/Biofuel/Mulch
Tools & Supplies: Snow Removal
Services: Standards & Compliance
Safety: Driving Safety
Special Supplement: Winter Buyers’ Guide

January, 2014
Machinery & Equipment:
Turcks and Chippers
Tools & Supplies:
Climbing and Rigging
Services: Marketing Tools/Software, New
Technology
Safety: Electrical Hazards Awareness
Contact editor@tcia.org
Advertising: Sachin Mohan, mohan@tcia.org

February 2-6, 2014*
Winter Management Conference 2014
Atlantis Paradise Island, Bahamas
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; dmorgan@tcia.org;
www.expo.tci.org
February 5-7, 2014*
New England Grows 2014
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center, Boston, MA
Contact: www.NewEnglandGrows.org.
February 11-12, 2014*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Russo Power Equipment, Schiller Park (Chicago), IL
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org
March 5, 2014
TCIA Webinar: Simplifying OSHA Compliance: 3-4 pm
Contact: dlee@tcia.org; www.tcia.org
March 5-6, 2014*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Hilton Garden Inn, Windsor, CT
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

Circle 47 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Preparing to launch a fixed-wing UAV to collect data. The equipment to the operator’s left is to receive data and for tracking and controlling flight. Courtesy of Lehmann Aviation.

By Trevor Hammrich and Dan Staley

at city and regional levels.
Taking advantage of the absence of
UAVs in the U.S. makes it possible to
develop a niche within your own market
and brings the potential for you to streamline existing practices as well as develop
new areas for expansion into a broader

market. The potential is only limited by
your imagination. This article briefly outlines some of the uses and potential of
UAVs and offers some suggestions for
choosing a UAV system for your business.

xpand, simplify and streamline
your practice using new technology. There is vast potential to
expand your current business practices
History
with newly available unmanned aerial
Originally, UAVs were developed for
vehicle (UAV) technologies. Think
military applications as far back as
drones – but not flying death robots.
These new methods of inspection and
WWI. Since the late 1990s, however,
their development has increased expodata collection avail to the savvy arborist
nentially. UAV introduction and
numerous ways to save time and create
development into the civil and commernew business opportunities.
cial market has largely been developed
Lightweight payloads such as high
from scratch in the last 10 years. Tech
definition cameras and multispectral
advances have made available small
imaging have made UAVs exceedingly
versatile. UAVs have become increaselectronic components needed to turn
low-power, remote-control aircraft into
ingly cost effective and offer many
different configurations. UAVs are curflying robots that navigate, communicate
and sense.
rently used throughout Europe and
UAVs rely on the same components as
Canada, with commercial use in the
the smartphone industry – sensors,
United States expected in 2015. Their
optics, GPS, batteries, and embedded
use in the European Union forestry mar- Popular rotor-wing UAV design for structural inspection and vegetation monitoring. This platform can carry several cameras at once,
ket ranges from single tree inspections to giving the operator several options for assessment and analysis.
processors – all of which are becoming
smaller and faster each year. Small, comutility corridors to broad canopy analysis Courtesy Aibotix GmbH.

E
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mercial and economically available UAVs
themselves have developed from the private tinkering of a group of dedicated
engineers and innovators. Microprocessors,
navigational instruments, rechargeable batteries, cameras and sensors are shrinking
into smaller and smaller packages and
achieving
greater
sensitivity.
Miniaturization has allowed small, remotecontrolled aircraft to carry onboard control
systems and payloads while offering much
finer-detailed data sets.
Ultimately, the individuals developing
these aircraft are not doing so for the hobbyist set; they recognize the strong
potential for the commercial market and
the future of data collection and monitoring. As this technology becomes
increasingly easier to use and more effective, more people will want them in their
tool set of professional capabilities. The
era of the commercial UAV is the next
wave of technology at our fingertips.
Current uses
The most common current use of UAVs
within the U.S. is in the agriculture industry for precision crop inspection and
pesticide/fertilizer application. UAVs also
monitor crop soil moisture, pest conditions
and perform insect sampling. These UAVS
are, however, limited to individual farmers
working with their own vehicles and currently operating in a gray area with the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
Public land-management agencies in the
U.S. have been able to get single-use permits on a case-by-case basis and have been
using UAVs for everything from search
and rescue to fighting wildfires to monitoring salmon runs.
Throughout Europe, Japan and Canada
UAVs have been used extensively in a
number of different fields and applications,
for example inspecting wind turbines and
bridges for faults and hazards, and UAVs
flew over the Fukushima nuclear plant to
assess damage. UAVs have also seen use in
the mining, construction and engineering
fields. The flexibility of portable equipment with short mobilization and
flight-cycle times, as well as being able to
function in adverse conditions where
human piloted-aircraft cannot fly, has led
to their immediate success and immersion
into regular business workflows.

Real-time image of a site in the urban forest. Camera technology continues to advance and make high-resolution equipment lighter and smaller. Courtesy Draganfly Innovations Inc.

Characteristics of UAVs
Two main types of UAVs dominate the
market today – fixed-wing and rotor-wing
aircraft. Both have different attributes and
applications. Fixed-wing vehicles cover
more distance and have longer flight times,
but rotor-wing vehicles can hover in place.
Both types have components that allow
global positioning system (GPS) flight pro-

gramming and location tracking, and
increasingly sophisticated user controls are
available that enable active controls as well.
Fixed wing aircraft of interest to urban
forest professionals currently span the
range of small, foam-winged, battery-powered vehicles that break down into
components that fit into a briefcase, to
large, composite-material vehicles with 6-

Typical real-time multispectral image allowing analysis of water stress in vegetation. It is also possible to identify many
plants to genus and species and canopy coverage with such images. Operations using multispectral imagery are becoming
standard practice in agriculture, viticulture and silviculture.
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tat and environmental assessment,
plant/stand health monitoring, utility corridor monitoring and
assessment, inventory, aerial imaging and mapping, fire hotspot
monitoring, and disaster preparedness and assessment. While aerial
imaging cannot replace site visits by
experienced people, the frequency
of inspection and monitoring of
municipal
rights of way, parks, and
Street tree image taken by a fixed-wing UAV. This Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) image shows how well these trees open-space corridors can be greatly
are photosynthesizing, which is a factor in assessing tree health.
enhanced by fixed-wing craft.
Courtesy Draganfly Innovations Inc.
Rotor-wing aircraft within reach
foot (2-meter) wingspans and fuel engines.
of urban forest professionals generally do
Smaller craft that typically operate on batnot look like a traditional helicopter and
teries have limited flight times of about 20
instead feature three to eight rotors extendto 60 minutes (depending on weather coning on supports from a central body for
ditions). Larger craft that use small
stability and control. These craft generally
fuel-powered engines fly higher and longer
operate on battery power, are less than 5
and have larger payloads than battery operfeet (1.5 meters) across, and weigh just a
ated UAVs, and therefore are the preferred
few pounds (kg). Currently their payloads
choice of agriculture and land-manageare less than 5 pounds (2 kg). Depending
ment professionals.
on the number of rotors, payload and
Typical applications of fixed-wing style
weather, typical flight times are 15 to 45
aircraft for the green industry include habiminutes. Their ability to hover makes them

the preferred choice of professions such as
structural engineers and inspectors in the
energy, communication, and wind power
industries.
Typical uses of rotor-wing aircraft for
the green industry include inspection/preinspection assessment, plant/stand health
monitoring, aerial site analysis, inventory,
aerial imaging and mapping.
An important point to make with either
type of vehicle is the camera technology
that is available today and in development.
The size and weight of video cameras are
in steep decline due to advances in optical
and electronic technology. Some multispectral cameras as of this writing are
under 500 grams (about 17 ounces), and
cost just a few hundred dollars. This makes
a payload of a video camera paired with a
multispectral (or an infrared or nearinfrared) camera affordable and within the
capabilities of many rotor-wing aircraft.
How the tree care industry can use UAVs
Perhaps the application that is most
obvious for tree care is using a rotor-wing

Circle 34 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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ter assessment, or pest management.
Pilotless flights cost far less than typical flights for remote sensing data
today and are expected by many in the
industry to comprise the majority of
UAV flights within a decade.
Utility corridor analysis lends itself
particularly well to UAVs, as their ability to be programmed to fly precise
paths gives them flexibility to inexpensively determine clearance or to
accurately direct deployment of inspectors and crews. Another use for UAVs Real-time image of a residential site in the urban forest taken
Real-time high-resolution image of a project site taken by a
fixed-wing UAV. At this scale, assessments of stocking, available can be something as simple as a birds- by a fixed-wing UAV. Such images can assess rooftops, change
over time, plant health, available planting spaces, and much
planting spaces, and general species selection are possible.
eye view/picture of a site for reports, more. Courtesy Draganfly Innovations Inc.
Courtesy Draganfly Innovations Inc.
inspections, presentations, sales calls,
UAV to assist in inspecting a tree before
general assessment, marketing, and solar
Temperature measurements of a site in
climbing, either to determine the necessity
access analysis.
daytime can be used to model development
of an ascent or to more accurately assess
Other applications include expansion
applications for efficient buildings in order
potential hazards before ascent – time can
into the green industry for purposes of realto recommend best vegetation placement
be saved and crews made safer with a short
time high-resolution vegetation monitoring
for cooling loads and solar access.
flight to assess the situation. Municipal
– irrigation and nutrition needs of turf,
Temperature measurements at night can
agencies can supplement or update remote
trees, shrubs – of areas such as golf coursdetermine building envelope efficiency,
sensing data from satellites or piloted aires, parks, property management. A short
and recommendations can be made for
craft overflights by using a fixed-wing
flight and a few pictures can determine
vegetative or thermal control. There are
UAV for purposes of inventory, post-disascompliance with a permit or order.
doubtless dozens of possible applications
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across the green industry spectrum.
Issues with the law and the FAA
There are two key issues in the United
States today with UAV usage. For the public, first and foremost, is the privacy issue,
and the authors share these concerns. The
UAV industry itself has kept a close watch
on the developing ethics policies and regulations for UAV use. The UAV industry
stance has largely been to openly discuss

the privacy concerns and solutions with the
public, industry professionals and government regulators. Some towns in the U.S.
have banned the use of UAVs for sporting
events and real estate and limited the use of
UAVs by law enforcement.
Whether or not privacy concerns are
alleviated in the public eye, just as important is how UAVs will share the airspace
with civil air traffic. The FAA is currently
writing the rules for the sharing of air-

Commercially available after-market controller for fixedwing or rotor-wing UAVs. A controller can allow
programming of automated flight in addition to manual
control. Several companies make manual controllers for
UAVs.

space, and appears to be taking the maximum time given by Congress to write
these rules. The FAA has until September
2015 to formalize UAV flight rules. Until
that time, no legal commercial UAV flights
are allowed without a tightly controlled
special use permit. The UAV industry forecast is that by 2018, approximately 7,500
licenses will be issued for UAV operations.

Circle 57 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Next steps
Should you purchase a UAV for your
business or public agency? The very first
thing to consider is that engineering firms
with branches in Europe are poised to
move into the United States when the FAA
allows commercial licensing. Research
what segment these firms may fill before
you begin your expansion so you aren’t
competing with big engineering firms for
business. Also, ensure the town in which
you want to operate hasn’t banned UAVs.
Second, don’t buy a platform because it
looks cool or like an alien spaceship.
Instead, ask what will you do with it? Help
keep your climbers safe? Monitor properties
or open space? Inspections? Post-disaster
assessment? Quick flights or long datagathering forays? Work backward from
your planned uses (or need for flexibility for
unplanned uses) and go from there – the use
drives the type of vehicle to purchase.
Cost is, of course, important – but not
just the cost of the platform. There will be
costs for training, upgrades, personnel for
visual flight separation, repair, new fea-

For Further Information
on UAVs:
Domestic manufacture and operation
Falcon UAV www.falcon-uav.com
UAV Solutions http://uav-solutions.com
Precision Hawk http://precisionhawk.com
www.draganfly.com
Optics and Payloads
Headwall Photonics
www.headwallphotonics.com
Prcision Agriculture
http://aerialfarmer.blogspot.com
Terra Luma
www.terraluma.net/showcases.html

have models prepared to go once the FAA
outlines regulations. Will you decide to use
UAVs in the development of your own
niche market?
Trevor Hammrich studied landscape
architecture at the University of Colorado
Denver. His work addresses complex environmental challenges with ongoing
research, restoration and civic projects.
Dan Staley studied urban forestry at

University of California-Davis, and environmental planning and urban ecology at
the University of Washington, and owned a
small landscape design and construction
firm for more than a decade. His book on
solar access for arborists, The Manual of
Site Analysis for Trees and Rooftop Solar,
was published in October 2013. A preview,
“New Business: Rooftop Solar Power and
Arboriculture: Natural Partners,” was
published in TCI’s June 2013 issue.

Other
“Oregon nurseries explore unmanned drone
technology to monitor fields,” (J. Frank
Schmidt & Sons): http://www.oregonlive.com/
environment/index.ssf/2011/05/oregon_
nurseries_explore_unman.html
“Drones are ready for takeoff,” http://www.
smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/Dronesare-Ready-for-Takeoff.html

tures – the do-it-yourself movement for
UAVs is very active and energetic and
there will be new features. Your ability to
bill for services will depend on your ability to cover these costs minus the credibility
of using technology to keep your folks safe
and ahead of the game.
Lastly, consider finding a partner to not
only share costs but to expand your network and possible uses. A partner can also
help you brainstorm to find new ways of
using and keeping up with this technology,
for UAVs are coming and will be a common sight in our skies soon.
Conclusion
Streamlining current practices and
expanding into new territories with UAVs is
on the horizon, and in many ways is already
here. With the cost continuing to go down,
and better technologies for capture and control turning up almost monthly, we have a
new way to minimize risk and provide more
efficient methods of data collection. UAVs
are coming and will be used in the immediate future. They have been tested and have
proven themselves extensively as a useful
tool in other parts of the world. It is an exciting time to explore the possibilities these
new technologies offer for your business.
Commercial UAV manufacturers already
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By Howard Gaffin
he sight that greeted me as I turned
the last corner of the long driveway
was most disheartening. I believe
the breeze I felt was generated by old lady
Nickerson, spinning like a rotisserie chicken in her grave. Mrs. Nickerson’s prized
tree, one of the few remaining American
elms in our area, was in dire straits. Much
of the crown was dead or dying. My initial
thought was Dutch elm disease (DED), but
the pattern of die-back was not classic.
DED tends to start in the upper crowns of
individual stems and proceed downward,
often with great rapidity. This was a more
generalized decline throughout the crown.
Something else was amiss.
I had first come onto this estate more than
30 years ago as a young, confident fellow
who knew all about arboriculture and many
other things. The house was perched upon
the apex of the site. A wide field bordered
by woodland framed a commanding view
down to a reservoir to the east. The building
itself seemed out of place, almost institutional. It was square, squat, and made out of
brick, but the grounds…
Mrs. Nickerson loved her gardens and
her trees. Formal gardens composed of

T
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perennials, annuals, roses and flowering
shrubs graced the property. A full-time gardener lived on site. While most of the trees
were native, many were of specimen quality. Mature flowering dogwood, kousa
dogwood, white birch, crabapple, white

Removal of the first of the last two elms on the property.
Roots cut for a septic pipe trench started the decline.
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pine, hemlock, and a large American beech
were prominent, but the crème-de-lacrème were the three American elms
inhabiting the site. The grandest one was
situated to the west of the house, beyond a
retaining wall adjacent to the front parking
area. I would estimate it to have had a
height of 70 feet along with an equal or
greater crown spread. A matching partner
had once been situated to the north, but had
been removed before my stewardship here.
Two more elms were located to the east of
the house. The elms had been planted at the
peripheries of the formal grounds, forming
a pleasing symmetry, and linking the different parts of the property with their
stately presence.
The most prominent tree went on to
thrive despite my arboricultural interventions. It is now prudent protocol to refrain
from any pruning on elms from early
spring through autumn to prevent bark
beetle attraction. While I removed only
deadwood, it was during times that would
potentially attract the European bark beetle
(EBB) bearing the Ophiostoma ulmi virus.
The trees were being treated with microinjections by another practitioner, and
perhaps that was my saving grace, though
one of the elms on the east side did even-

tually succumb to the disease.
Old lady Nickerson passed away in the
early 2000s, and the land was divided up
and sold as buildable lots for upscale
homes. That, I thought, was the end of my
tenure there, but a call from Karen, the former and now current caretaker, brought me
back. After the initial shock of seeing the
tree in such pathetic shape, I began to scan
the site as I spoke with Karen. It soon
became apparent that the perpetrator was
indeed DED – Dumbass Excavators of Dirt.
A new septic system, installed to bring
the property up to code before a sale took
place, lay downhill to the west of the tree.
Low hanging limbs were cut. New grass
indicated where a trench was dug, well
within the critical root zone of the tree, to
accommodate the pipes running from the
tank. You might think common sense
would have prevailed in a situation like this
but alas, it was not the case. The site certainly lent itself to alternative methods to
install the pipe with minimal damage. The
extra cost involved would be less than tree
removal costs, and infinitesimal compared
to the value of this tree and its importance
to the property. Words escape me.
What to do? It was late summer. The tree
was not completely dead, but I had little
hope. The injury had occurred at least one
year prior. The new owner, a Mr.
Carpenter, clearly distraught with my diagnosis, wanted to remove the most obvious
dead parts and see how the tree looked next
year. I did not object. This in retrospect
was a poor decision, but in all fairness the
shock of losing this magnificent specimen
unexpectedly along with removal cost considerations played a part in the delay. This
tree was a now an EBB magnet, putting the
last remaining healthy elm tree at even
greater risk. It would have been wiser to
remove it immediately and begin prophylactic measures for the remaining elm.
Instead, we took a wait and see attitude.
The doomed elm continued its downward spiral, but removal did not take place
until the fall of that year, finally putting the
EBB hotel complex out of business. Mrs.
Nickerson’s breeze was brisk that day. I
suppose it was appropriate that we – OK, I
– smashed a large bluestone wall cap while
hurriedly making the last cut of the day (an
excellent lesson in the physics of shock
loading a rope). In yet another unexplain-

able gaffe, we left many of the smaller
pieces cut up for firewood … with the bark
on. We fortunately picked up on this before
the next beetle flight and removed the
wood from the premises, though de-barking the wood is considered acceptable. The
tree in the rear still looked good. We again
discussed the option of preventative treatments, but failed to act for reasons I cannot
recall. The wait and see attitude prevailed.
Well, we waited and we saw. In late July
the following year, flagging began to show
up in portions of the crown. We immediately removed suspect sections, cutting
well beyond the last evidence of disease in
the vasculature. A sub-contractor experienced in treating DED was brought in to
administer trunk injections of fungicide.
The tree continued to decline over the next
few years despite our interventions. The
decision was made to let it go and Mrs.
Nickerson’s last elm became a ghostly
shell of its former grandeur.
Mr. Carpenter is no ordinary individual.
His boyish looks and clear blue eyes exude
intelligence and perhaps a little mischief.
You have to love the fact that his name is
also his trade. He completely renovated the
house, giving it a modern, fresh feel. He

The last elm succumbs to Dutch elm disease, and
removal is the only option.
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The owner’s request on the last elm was a bit unorthodox:
Leave the trunk standing to a height of about 15 feet. He
intended to build a tree house.

then converted the three-car attached
garage into every man’s dream workshop.
Big doors, lots of natural light and plenty
of room allow him the ability to produce
fine woodworking for his clients.
Mr. Carpenter loves to use local wood,
especially if comes from his property. He
will stock up on logs and have them sawed
on site by an individual with a portable
mill. When it was time for removal, it was
no surprise that he asked me to try and
remove lumber-quality-grade wood in
longer pieces whenever possible. His next
request was a bit unorthodox: Leave the
trunk standing to a height of about 15 feet.
He intended to build a tree house.
We removed the elm without incident.
We didn’t break anything, and no one got
hurt. We ground out the other old
remaining elm stumps and removed as
much of the grindings as possible.
Replacement elms, resistant to DED, are
now thriving where their predecessors
once stood. True to his word, Mr.
Carpenter built a tree house. Large elm
rounds form steps to a walkway lined
with a lyrical red cedar railing, leading to
the entryway. It’s a beautiful structure
with the wood trim, ceiling wood, and
flooring milled from the tree on which it
sits. There is a sleeping bunk, sitting
area, bookshelves and even a gas stove.
He claims to have built it for his young
33

children, but I imagine he spends a fair
amount of time there himself.
There was a lot to be learned from this
experience. There is no doubt the root
damage to the first tree was the primary
cause for the whole debacle. Study of the
annual rings in some of the branches
removed revealed the telltale staining

associated with DED in the xylem at various intervals of this trees life. It is likely
this tree had the vigor, genetics, and site
conditions necessary to contain infections until the root system was
compromised, all for the sake of someone’s poo. That being said, I cannot be
absolved of all blame.

Elm flooring.
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A few lessons learned:
u Know the tree! Though removal of
deadwood might have been considered
acceptable, I should not have performed
any pruning during the EBB flight time.
Understand the possible consequences of
any type of treatment in relation to timing.
Resist the urge to do the job when things
are slow if the timing is inappropriate. Be
a professional.
u Take a stand. Prophylactic treatment of
the remaining elm should have been initiated immediately if its preservation was to
be taken seriously. It was folly to think this
tree would not be infected eventually, and
a proactive approach may have made the
difference. This of course would also have
been costly, with no guarantees. A tough
sell to an individual already looking at
thousands in removal costs for one tree,
but a commitment should have been made

2020
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Elm bookcase and loft.

Elm support.

then, or not at all.
u Keep informed and do no harm.
Arboriculture practices and treatments are
constantly advancing. Even just an hour a

month with a captivating read such as Tree
Care Industry Magazine or Arborist News
make the difference between an informed
professional and ignorant hack.
u Give your client realistic options,
costs, and expectations. Sometimes doing
nothing is the best thing. Though not very
profitable, it will earn you trust and
enhance your integrity.
I am fortunate to still be involved with
the care of this property. Thanks to the
TLC of Karen, the spectacular formal gardens look much the same as when Mrs.
Nickerson patrolled them. The last flowering dogwood continues to defy
expectations with a prolific showing each
spring, despite the anthracnose fungus forever on its heels. The large American
beech quietly enters senescence, while the
new elms continue to grow at a brisk pace.
The tree house stands on its elm trunk
perch, a reminder of past deeds and misdeeds. I believe the breeze may have
settled a bit.
Howard Gaffin, BCMA, RCA and

The elm tree house front entry.

Massachusetts Certified Arborist, is owner
of Gaffin Tree & Landscaping, a TCIA
member-company located in Rowley,
Massachusetts.
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By Tamsin Venn
he recently revised ANSI A300
(Part 3)-2013 Supplemental
Support
Systems
(Includes
Cabling, Bracing, Guying and Propping)
standard should make it easier for those
writing job specifications for installing
these systems.
The ANSI (American National Standard
Institute) A300 tree care management standards typically are revised every five
years. Revisions last took place for Part 3
in 2006. The seven-year hiatus was partly
due to some significant changes that
required public comment, says Peter J.
Becker, senior vice president with Bartlett
Tree Experts, Mid-Atlantic Division,
based in Finksburg, Maryland, and A300
Committee Supplemental Support Systems
sub group chair.
“In the standards, probably the biggest
change for us is the aspect of looking at
some of the inspection protocols required
as part of installing a supplemental support
system,” says Becker.
“We cover, essentially, cabling of trees,
bracing of trees, propping, and guying.
Propping was included in
the last revision, but for the
most part, those are the four
major types of support systems,” says Becker.
In the Appendix, Annex
C – Supplemental support
system inspection process,
Becker says, “We had a
statement as far as the general duty clause that gives
the practitioner the ability
to look at the need for
inspection, time frames,
criteria that should be
checked, understanding of tools and equipment, and providing a methodology for that
written inspection (C-1 through C-6).”
Appendix B provides a Supplemental
support systems specification flowchart. “It

T
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Tarry McGuirk of TCIA member company TR Timberline in Bel Air, Maryland, cabling and bracing a split red oak. Photo
courtesy of J. David Driver, “the Xman,” of member Arbor-X Inc., also of Bel Air and which assisted McGuirk on the job.

actually goes through the process of inspecting a tree and determining the objectives for
the support system, specifying a system,
developing specifications, notifying the
owner, and installing the
system,” Becker explains.
Also new are stated
objectives for each of the
supplemental support systems. “We tried to give
some guidance for what
the potential effect might
be. Under each, we’ve
given the practitioner a list
of potential objectives.”
For
example,
the
Cabling objectives:
34.1.1. Objectives should
include, but are not limited to, one or more
of the following:
Limit the movement of codominant
stems or branches;
Limit the movement of weakly attached
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

branches;
Provide supplemental support for
overextended branches; and
Provide supplemental support for
branches that that may be exposed to
extra loading.
For Bracing:
35.1 Bracing objectives
Objectives for bracing shall be defined
prior to design, installation, or maintenance of the system.
35.1.1 Objectives should include, but are
not limited to, one or more of the following:
Limit the movement of codominant
stems or branches;
Reinforce and/or close cracks in stems
or branches; and,
Restrict movement of rubbing branches.
For Propping:
36.1 Propping objectives
Objectives for propping shall be defined
prior to design, installation, or mainte-

nance of the system.
36.1.1 Objectives should include, but are
not limited to, one or more of the following:
Support long, lateral branches;
Keep branches or leaning stems off the
ground; and,
Support branches or leaning stems to
provide clearance.

“The big new things are the objectives
are better stated within the standard, better
guidance on the protocol of inspection, and
the final thing is the sample specifications
and flow chart,” summarizes Becker.
The A300 Committee is a diverse group
of folks representing different interests
from organizations. The idea is to make
sure as many interests as possible are rep-

resented so that the final product will be as
broadly accepted and used as possible.
The way the process works is that in
public comment period, “We go through
comments as a committee. Bob Rouse of
TCIA, which is the secretariat for the
ANSI A300 tree care management standards, does a wonderful job of recording
and accepting the comments. Within the

For Guying established trees:
37.1 Objectives for guying established
trees
Objectives for guying shall be defined
prior to design, installation, or maintenance of the system.
37.1.1 Objectives should include, but are
not limited to, one or more of the following:
Stabilize an existing tree or shrub;
Reduce risk of windthrow; and,
Reduce other specified risks.
For Guying newly installed landscape
plants:
38.1 Objectives
Objectives for guying shall be defined
prior to design, installation, or maintenance of the system.
38.1.1 Objectives should include, but are
not limited to, one or more of the following:
Stabilize a larger transplanted tree or
shrub;
Reduce risk of windthrow; and,
Protect a new transplant from damage,
including from maintenance or vandalism.

Circle 1 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Figure 35.2.3: Alternating brace system
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Figure 35.2.4: Crossing brace system

committee, we have subgroups who are
voting members and who review and create a working document... then bring it
forward for public comment. Based on

ANSI standards, we try to understand
and reach consensus. We respect other
people’s views and thoughts and comments, and for the most part, the process
allows for a consensus for a decision.
Some things we might not like, but can
live with,” explains Becker.
“Occasionally, we may have a manufacturer of a specific material or
equipment who says, ‘I would like you
to include a photo or description of my
materials or hardware,’ and we generally will not do that. Our role is not to
endorse a specific product but a specific
process,” he adds.
What kind of revisions does Becker
envision in five years?
“In five years from now?
Supplemental support systems have not
changed greatly, but there are new materials, and I think in five years we will
have a little bit better idea, in the industry, what will work in the installation of a
static vs. dynamic cabling systems that
might be more flexible. Both have advantages and disadvantages. A squirrel could

Figure 37.4.4.3: Guy location in tree-to-ground systems

chew through synthetic rope, but in steel, it
would lose interest quickly. Probably the
relative merits of static and dynamic support systems will be clearer,” says Becker.
In addition, new termination hardware is
being developed and specified as to what
would be a suitable anchor, Becker says.
Becker notes that his company, Bartlett
Tree Experts, has used new anchor systems
and is in the process of evaluating them for

1827
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use in termination hardware, including
such devices as cable-end terminations,
and swage-stop terminations. Bartlett has
also evaluated dead-end grips and thimbles used in eye-splice configurations.
“As arborists, using the document is our
biggest advantage. We’ve developed specs
and standards, now we need the arborists to
become familiar with those and to produce
written standards on their work,” he says.
To that end, Becker notes, “We just had
our fall meeting in Boston the last week in
September, to do a Part 3 outreach session
at the Arnold Arboretum. We volunteer our
time so that other arborists can understand
the standards and become familiar with
them, in context out in the field.”
To receive a copy of the ANSI A300
(Part 3)-2013 Supplemental Support
Systems (Includes Cabling, Bracing,
Guying and Propping) standard, shop
online at www.tcia.org or call TCIA at 1800-733-2622.
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By Rick Howland
hy climb a tree when you can
ride? And be safer? And more
efficient? And more profitable
at the same time?
In all its iterations, the aerial lift, from
the bucket truck to the crane to the mini,
has changed how tree care professionals do
business.
Climbing to get to the job is slow and tiring. The years of climbing and rigging can
take their toll on a career. It can wear a
body out. It’s also potentially a dangerous
part of the job. As TCI Magazine has
reported in the past, throughout most of
Europe climbing is no longer an approved
tree care practice. With a few rare exceptions (when there is no other way to get the
job done), aerial lifts have replaced climbing … by law.
Manufacturers are active in promoting
the features and benefits of their mini lifts,
but the question is, what do users think?
TCIA members freely tell us that the
mini does what it is supposed to do, get
you safely into a tree and back down again
with little to no climbing (excepting areas
in excess of the combined reach of the lift,
the operator and tree care tools).
There are added benefits that make the
mini lift a most attractive addition to the
equipment fleet, including increased productivity. Sure, these lifts get you in the air
very fast and into very tight and awkward
spaces. But they also offer an intangible
benefit – longer and safer careers because
the machine does more of the back- and
knee-breaking work.
Both of these benefits translate into
more and better paying jobs, which
improve the bottom line and greater
longevity for pros who have gotten to the
top of their skills through experience and
training about the time their bodies start to
show signs of wear.
Rob Genualdi, one of the owners of
Weston Tree Care in Weston, Connecticut,

W

This Teupen LEO 23GT being operated by AllCare Tree
Surgery, a 16-year TCIA member based in Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina, has a 72-foot working height, an
articulated and telescopic boom, a variable multi-position
stabilizing system and a 180-degree rotatable basket ...
and Teupen promised to reveal some new developments
with this machine at TCI EXPO 2013 in Charlotte.

Altec’s AT37-GW has an insulated boom a 35-foot platform height and offers walk-behind controls for easy maneuvering.

says his company owns two tracked mini
lifts, one which at 100 feet has been in
service for more than eight years, and a
recent 84-foot addition purchased just over

a year ago. His company, now two generations old, has been a member of the Tree
Care Industry Association for 18 years.
“We found that we liked the versatility

The Omme 2750 RX Arborist Lift from Tracked Lifts features hybrid power and a 90-foot working height. It can also (inset)
easily access a backyard. At TCI EXPO in Charlotte, Tracked Lifts will debut a new machine, the Platform Basket PB 22.10,
featuring 72-foot working height, 34-foot side reach and 34.5-inch transport width to fit through 3-foot gates.
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what it does not do. Like a submarine, you can get it to “run
silent.”
“The minis have secondary
electrical
systems,”
says
Genualdi, “which means we can
switch them from running on
their diesel engines to the quiet
electrical mode.” (You can find
some that run off a battery pack or
even an electrical plug-in cord.)
While this is certainly considerate of the neighborhood,
according to Genualdi, “One of
the biggest benefits of switching
to the electric mode is the ability
to communicate better with the
ground crew who can better hear
The new CRAWLER 78 from All Access Equipment comes with a hydraulic tool outlet and hydraulic long-reach chain saw. Capable of enter- the operator’s instructions.”
ing any 36-inch gate with nearly 80 foot working height, it also features faster boom operation with automatic soft landing boom travel,
A year ago, right at the start of
new two joystick basket controls and radio remote control, and automatic home boom self park. Check it out at TCI EXPO 2013.
the 2012 TCI EXPO, the
of our first mini lift so much that we got
and can go through a 6-foot opening versus
Northeast, and especially the western part
another one a year ago,” Genualdi says. He
8-foot openings required by a bucket truck.
of Connecticut was hit with an early-seaadds that the full-service tree company also
The one we recently purchased is less than
son freak snow storm, which made a
has other aerial lifts including a 70-foot
4 feet wide. A major benefit of this
tangled mess of the tree population. In fact,
machine is that we can fit through a lot of
bucket truck.
cleanup continues in some areas. Genualdi
“The tracked lifts are terrific because
garden and pool gates with that. A lot of
says, “When you have dead trees and haztimes we do not even have to take up fence
they can go into a lot of places other lifts
ardous removals, especially from storms,
cannot go,” Genualdi says.
sections. Also, the minis are easy to bridge
with a mini you can still get a guy up 80 to
He adds that, “The tracked versions have
(setting ramps, for example) getting up or
100 feet in the air in a lift and still make for
lower ground pressure, which means we
down to a courtyard,” he says.
a big, but safe, removal.”
Sometimes overlooked with a mini is
can usually drive right over septic systems
One advantage/disadvantage tradeoff for
the mini is a very slight disadvantage for
having to move the unit over the road to
the job site using an extended truck body
or trailer. “They (minis) can be long, and
trailering can cause maneuverability
issues, such as along a roadside or in a
driveway, but considering the maneuverability and versatility on the job, this is a
minor issue. Most guys move their lifts on
a trailer and, like anything else, they get
used to what they have.”
Genualdi says both machines, the old
and new one, are in use on a regular basis.
The new one is of a different brand, and if
it has an advantage it is that there is no
onboard computerization. “With a mini, if
there is a breakdown, computers can be a
nightmare to repair in the field. The new
one is easy to troubleshoot,” he notes. “We
can switch components or drop a function
(essentially move around the hydraulic
capabilities) to finish the job.”
In the event of mechanical issues, immediate
support is also critical for Weston.
Circle 28 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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“One of the biggest benefits of switching to the
electric mode is the ability to communicate better
with the ground crew
who can better hear the
operator’s instructions.”
Rob Genualdi
Genualdi says of one dealer, “He was the
reason to buy the machine. He will walk
you through the problem on the phone, and
if he can’t help you fix it, he has you on the
phone with a technician in the shop the
next day.”
Regardless of the brand he fields,
Genualdi says “Both work great outdoors,
even in bad conditions.”
When asked what one of the biggest
benefits is to using a mini in his tree care
business, Genualdi says, “Driving down

ReachMaster’s BlueLift 72, or B72, features a 72-foot working height, 440-pound basket capacity, automatic outrigger setting and remote and wireless control. It’s new B59 (inset), which the company will feature at TCI EXPO, is the smallest
compact lift in its class at only 31 inches wide by 12-feet long, making it easy to pass through a single door or gate.
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the road. People see those lifts with our
name on it, and we get a lot of calls. We
have people following us. The key to those
lifts is being able to get into a backyard
patio set up in situations, such as on flagstones, that we would not dream of putting
a truck on.
“We can quickly take down a lot of
storm-damaged or uprooted trees and work
in a safe manner, versus taking a lot of time

201
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with ropes and cranes and rigging; now we
can get right up in the trees. They’re wonderful,” according to Genualdi.
In fact, he says, “We do a lot of removals
with both mini lifts and cranes. The lifts
are tall enough to take down crowns. The
operator on the lift can make the cut. He is
not attached to the tree, and the crane does
the lowering work. The climber/operator is
so much safer,” he adds.
When it comes to being a mini-lift user,
Jim Clark of 15-year TCIA member Tree
Machine of Indianapolis, Indiana, is a relative “newbie,” having owned his just four
months. After 30 years in the business and
still a competent and vigorous climber,
he’s a big fan of his new machine.
He says, “Over two decades I managed
to catch a dozen TCI EXPOs. Having
talked to a lot of my elders in that time, one
common message seemed to keep coming
through: Just wait till you hit 50. Things
change.”
With his 50th birthday looming, in
August of this year, and as a one-man operator of a thriving residential business in the
northern part of Indianapolis, Clark, a
trained plant biologist, took a scientificmethod approach to the business. Looking
inward, Clark felt he needed to make a
major decision on how to approach the
next 10 years. “In business, the years from
50 to 60 are critical. This is a make-orbreak decade and it determines whether
you retire well or not.”
Clark says that over the past year he
would get to the job site, and would ask
himself, “If I had an aerial lift, how would
this job be different?” Then he would go
about his line setting, rope setting, putting
line away, saddle, rope, all other gear.
Every time, every tree, it was the same
setup ritual. Clark has it down to a science;
it takes about 20 minutes of prep time getting ready to get in the tree.
“I kept coming up with the fact that a lift
would pretty much eliminate the whole
climbing, preparation and setup,” he says.
“I could just get in and go up.”
“I stepped away from the worksite one
morning, went to the bank and asked for
$80,000. The bank was very supportive.
On July 5 of this year, I became the owner
of a new 60-foot, articulated lift,” Clark
adds. (The lift has a 52-foot platform
height, and his reach delivers another eight
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

feet for the full 60-feet. But he also can
reach up to another 18 feet with tools such
as an extension pole saw.)
With virtually 99 percent of his business
residential work, even with the lift Clark
considers himself to be a climbing arborist.
“I still climb, but now it is not a requirement,” he claims. If he has to climb,
usually the lift gets him into the tree initially and “my climbing is now from 60 to
90 feet.”
“If I do have to get off the lift, I anchor,
get out and climb, but the lift takes care of
about 80 to 90 percent of my needs,” he
reports.
For Clark, the bottom line is “I am basically a one-man-band, and the new lift
definitely gets me from job to job much
quicker. It increases my productivity significantly. Keep in mind that specifically
when I am climbing and step up to the tree,
it is about 20 minutes of prep work before
I am in the tree and cutting. With a lift, I
figure I am cutting a minimum of 20 minutes off each job. There is no
dilly-dallying. I can get right to work,” he
adds.
Some things he wants other tree care
pros to know is that he can pull a trailer and
his lift using a Dodge 1500, although he
maintains that a one-ton chassis truck may
be better. Clark says the smaller truck
works well for him because most of his
trips are just a short drive from his shop.
Also, Clark says he saves a lot of work
with his mini lift in two ways.
First, while in the air, Clark says he can
service two or three trees without having to
reposition his equipment. “I can just float
from tree to tree,” he says. Were he climbing, Clark would have to take it one tree at
a time, two or three climbs and rigs … at
20 minutes per tree.
Second, maybe a bit unorthodox, “There
is a special thing I do with my mini lift. I
will leave a tarp on the ground behind me
before I go up in the lift, and I drop material onto it. When I get down, I attach the
tarp to the chassis and drag the material to
my chipper. It really cuts down on the hand
work,” he claims.
The conclusion to be drawn from these
users, long and short-term, is that the mini
is a bit of a misnomer. Whether you’re a
larger company or a single-proprietor, the
mini can give your business a big lift.
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By Eric Chester
ull any tree care business owner or
manager aside and ask him or her to
describe the emerging front-line
workforce and terms like “entitled” and
“poor work ethic” will enter into the conversation. I interact with thousands of
managers each year, and this I can say with
certainty. At a large management conference last spring, a regional training manager
for an international wholesaler lamented to
me, “the work ethic has gotten so bad that
our people are in the perpetual mode of trying to get something for nothing!”
Getting something for nothing isn’t bad,
or evil, or immoral. Who doesn’t appreciate a little good fortune coming their way?
However, when finding ways to separate
effort from reward becomes a passionate
pursuit, any treasure obtained in the
process is marginalized.
There was a time when achievement
meant more than possessions, and when
character (a person’s qualities) was valued
more than achievement. Americans felt
good about putting in an honest day’s work
for an honest day’s pay. This was the time
when “Made in America” was the best
label any product could bear, quality was
everyone’s priority, and companies made
decisions to ensure long-term stability –
not short-term gains for stockholders.
I’m north of 50 and I remember that time.
My four children (ages 27 to 33) don’t.
They’ve grown up in a world where
most people work hard to find ways of
avoiding hard work. They’ve heard stories
telling how lottery winners, day traders,
bloggers, dot-commers, and Internet marketers have managed to beat the system
and derive a huge bounty with little or no
effort. They’ve been inundated with reality
television that turns talentless fools into
millionaires in the blink of an eye and with
the greatest of ease. To them, an apprentice
is not a young worker learning a trade at
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the foot of a master craftsman but rather a
devious schemer finagling to get a coworker fired by Donald Trump.
Is it any wonder there is a burgeoning
entitlement mentality among the new
workforce? Work has degenerated to little
more than a four letter word; a necessary
evil. It’s no longer viewed as something to
be proud of, but rather something to disdain, to shortcut, or to elude all together.

*TCI WMC 2014 Preview!*

Employers can no longer afford to play
employee roulette gambling on the
chances that they can find good people
who’ve already learned a proper work
ethic at home or at school. Parents now
focus most of their attention on ensuring
that their kids are healthy, happy, and have
a high self-esteem. Meanwhile, schools are
facing widespread criticism and massive
cutbacks, and are concentrating every
available resource on increasing test scores
and keeping students safe. So who’s teaching Johnny to work?
Obviously, the burden of developing
work ethic within the emerging workforce
has shifted to employers, i.e. owners, managers,
supervisors,
and
trainers.
Organizations that neglect this responsibility typically end up pointing the finger at
parents and schools for the unsatisfactory
product they are getting. But that does
nothing to correct the problem and it exacerbates negative expectations.
Work ethic, by the book
Webster’s states that work requires
activity, the exertion of energy, the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

process of doing. Ethic, it tells us, is
based upon “ethos” or the knowledge of
what is right and what is wrong. So simply stated, work ethic is knowing what to
do and doing it.
What is it that every employee in every
job in every industry needs to know and to
do (take action on)? I’ve personally asked
more than 1,500 employers and have
aggregated their responses to create a list
of seven indisputable core values that I
firmly believe every employer demands:
positivity (positive attitude), reliability,
professionalism, initiative, honesty,
respect, and gratitude (cheerful service).
Look over this list for a minute. Would
you want someone on your payroll who
demonstrated six of them, but was deficient in the seventh? (For example, they
were strong in everything with the exception of reliability (you couldn’t count on
them to show up). Or they had six of these
values, but were lacking in integrity?
Of course not. Regardless of the nature
of your business, you demand all seven
core values in every employee. And likewise, they want to work for a company –
and a manager – that demonstrates all of
those traits. They are non-negotiables.
Most training programs, unfortunately,
assume employees already possess these
core values, so they focus exclusively on
developing job-specific hard skills. But if
your worker is constantly complaining and
bringing all those around him down, …or
he arrives to the job site wearing a bath
robe and flip flops, … or he cheats on his
time card, his impressive skill set is not
going to offset the negative impact he has
on your bottom line.
It’s not enough to simply alert your
workforce to the consequences (and requisite disciplinary actions) of absenteeism,
dress code infractions, dishonesty, idleness, texting on company time, etc. You
must have a plan and a process for developing and reinforcing work-ethic values in
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your people. It’s too important to leave this
to chance.
Game on!
Here are five considerations to help you
instill core work ethic values and develop
them in your emerging workforce:
1. Revisit and recommit to the core values and character traits that your
organization demands from every employee. (If you don’t already have one, create

this starting with the non-negotiables of
honesty, reliability, respect, etc.) Ask your
senior leaders for input and invite open discussion as to why they believe each item
on the list is crucial to the success of every
employee on your payroll.
2. Revisit your hiring process to see
how you’re evaluating job candidates
based upon these values. Make certain
you’re asking questions that get them to
describe in detail how their past work-
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related performance demonstrates the
values you hold sacred. e.g. “Tell me
about a time when you overcame a significant challenge to finish a project on
schedule.” “Give me an example of a
rule or policy in a previous job you
found stupid or outdated. Did you comply with it or find a way around it?”
3. Examine your training program to see
how you can integrate these concepts into
your present skills training. Remember, it’s
not enough to simply mention values or
provide a warning to those who do not
exhibit them. For the values to be internalized and lived-out, they must be integrated
into case studies, role playing, eLearning
platforms, etc.
4. Take significant measure to foster a
workplace culture that is centered around
your non-negotiable core work-ethic values. Begin meetings and team huddles by
allowing employees to share personal
examples of how they went out of their
way for a customer, overcame a challenge
to arrive to work on time, chose to do “the
difficult right” as opposed to “the easy
wrong,” etc. Share your own personal stories, as well.
5. Celebrate work ethic. Talk about people (employees, associates, even
celebrities) who you believe exhibit great
work ethic and provide examples. When
you see great work ethic exemplified by
your employees, recognize and reward it
with praise, awards, impromptu celebrations, or even incentives. Remember that
what gets rewarded gets repeated.
It’s time to stop complaining about the
lack of work ethic you see in your emerging workforce and take steps to revive it.
The payoff is huge. After all, your future
depends on your ability to instill within
them the work ethic they should have
learned at home and school, but didn’t.
Eric Chester is an award winning
keynote speaker and the author of Reviving
Work Ethic. He is also the founder of the
Center for Work Ethic Development. This
article is based on the presentation he will
make on the same subject at Winter
Management Conference 2014, February
2-6, Atlantis Paradise Island, Bahamas.
For a complete WMC schedule or to register, visit www.tcia.org/events/wmc-2014 or
call 1-800-733-2622.
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Accreditation Member Profile

By Janet Aird
efore Erich Schneider founded
Schneider Tree Care in Greenville,
South Carolina, in 1996 with his
brother Kurt, he was a stay-at-home dad
with two children in diapers. He’d competed in lumberjack competitions when he
was in high school, cut firewood for multiple houses and had experience running
franchises, but he hadn’t spent much time
in the world of tree care.
Neither his lack of experience nor the
fact that there were already 89 tree service
companies in the phone book in a market
of 360,000 held him back.
“I looked at the market and said, ‘I could
do better than these guys through fanatical
client service.’” If that many tree care
companies were listed, the market was
aware there was a need,” Schneider says.
Kurt Schneider is a Certified Treecare
Safety Professional (CTSP) and is in
charge of operations. Erich is founder and
CEO. Brandon Brown, the president,
joined the company in 2003.
“I love this work mostly because I have
a team with me
that carries the
lion’s share of the
burden,”
Erich
says.
“Ryan
(Chipman, sales
arborist and vice
president of business development)
drives the growth,
and Brandon does
Erich Schneider
a great job with the
daily management
of the company.”
Erich creates the vision and sets the
goals. “My guys say to me, ‘Tell me where
you want to go and we’ll get you there.’”
Schneider Tree Care has been expanding
for the past six years and they now have
three offices. The main office, in
Greenville, S.C., serves the Upstate of
South Carolina and the western part of
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Schneider Tree’s Brandon Brown measures decay in this willow oak, Quercus phellos, with an IML Resistograph.

North Carolina. The offices in Charlotte,
N.C., and Charleston, S.C., serve their
metropolitan areas.
“TCIA was the single greatest association that helped us grow as a company,”
Erich says. He is a past member of the
TCIA Board of Directors and was on the
task force to build TCIA’s CTSP program.
The company was in the Accreditation
pilot program, and was the sixth company
in the U.S. to become accredited.
Being accredited has helped with their
expansion, Erich says. This is largely
because they put systems in place during
the Accreditation process they use in all
their branches. Safety, DOT compliance,
and pruning to ANSI standards are examples of this.
“Accreditation gives you a road map for
success,” he says.
The company’s clientele is 60- to 70percent residential and the remainder
commercial. Their services vary by region.
In the south, where the growing season is
long and the urban forest dense, they do
mostly pruning and removals.
In the north, where the growing season
is shorter, and the urban forest is less
dense, the population is more informed
about the care of trees. Schneider Tree
Care’s focus is on plant health care (PHC)
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

to maintain the vigor of clients’ trees and
shrubs and to prevent problems before they
get out of hand.
“Our PHC clients are seeing significant
improvement in their trees in three to six
months,” Erich says. The program begins
with amending the soil with organic material
and beneficial fungi. It continues with diagnosis, treatment and control of insect and
disease problems, as well as pruning, cabling
and bracing, and lightning protection.
Schneider arborists also do tree hazard
assessments and insurance appraisals.
The company’s removal and stump
grinding services have led to a very profitable sideline. While they deliver raw
chips at no charge if the dump spot is close,
they also produce and sell quality landscape mulch. They haul in raw debris,
double-grind it, and let temperatures rise to
150 degrees to kill bugs and weed seeds.
“We’ve gone from spending approximately $20,000 a year in tipping fees to
making $100,000 gross profit in mulch
sales,” Erich says.
Schneider Tree Care is constantly
searching for career-minded arborists. One
of the biggest things Accreditation has
helped with is attracting quality talent, he
says. Of their approximately 45 employees
in the field, more than 18 are ISA Certified

Arborists and three are CTSPs.
“We believe the better educated our
people are, the better we can serve our
clients,” he says.
Most of Schneider Tree Care’s
employees stay long term because it has
an excellent training program, pays
employees well and provides uniforms,
benefits, vacation pay and a retirement Schneider will deliver raw chips at no charge, but also produces and
plan. Most importantly, Erich says, sells quality landscape mulch.
employees have a voice in the company.
“I’m very proud of my team,” he says.
number of community partners. They
“Their biggest concern is being heard and
include the City of Belmont, the City of
valued. Every employee has the opportuniCharlotte, the YMCA of Greenville, Trees
ty to help the company by looking for a
Greenville, Trees Charlotte, the City of
better way to do the job.”
Greenville, a public residential high school
At least 70 percent of their business
for artistically talented students from
comes from satisfied customers and their
across the state, Mini Miracles Farm – an
referrals. They advertise on their website,
organic farm where children can learn
on radio, in print, and using email. They
about animals and farming, and a treatment
also are very involved in their communities.
center for women among others.
Erich encourages employees to be leadSchneider Tree Care was accredited in
ers in nonprofits of their choice. He also
2005 and the process took about nine
gives them company support. “Networking
months. “The hardest part was taking the
groups are fine,” he says, “but I also like
time away from serving clients,” Erich say.
them to be community-minded.”
Accreditation gives companies a standard
As a result, the company has a very large
to rise to, he says. “We learned a tremen-

dous amount. We rewrote our business
plan, revisited our goals, and set a written
safety system in place.”
In light of what they learned during
the Accreditation process, they also
changed insurance companies.
“Being a promoter, I was very vocal
about talking to insurance companies
about the value of Accreditation. We
made the choice to switch to ArborMAX
because of their commitment to our
industry. They’ve invested in our industry and their program is very good.”
Accreditation also gives them a way to
organize their business information into a
neat package, which saves them time and
money, says Brandon Brown. In addition,
“Accreditation is essential in the area of
legality. If there’s an injury or a legal problem, it’s the best way to protect ourselves.
If we’re doing the right things, we’ll be
held harmless,” he adds.
By following the standards Accreditation
has set up, Erich sees his company expanding regionally in the next few years.
“We’re a professional company that happens to do tree care,” he says.
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Safety

Lanyard on. Climbing line on. Safety gear all on – plus some. Big logs here, using double lowering systems; two blocks, two lowering lines, two lowering devices. Even a redirect left on the
trunk. Groove is cut for the rigging lines to lay in and prevent slip off. Photos courtesy of J. David Driver, “the Xman,” Xtreme Arborist Supply Inc. and Arbor-X Inc.

By Tony Tresselt, CTSP
n this article we are going to go over
some information in the ANSI Z133
safety standard and specifically
changes to Z133 in its latest revision,
completed in 2012, as they relate to rigging. The ANSI standards are reviewed
and revised every five or six years. It is
not the same document today it was 10,
or even five years ago. It lives and
grows.
Rigging can be varied. Systems can
range from just a piece of rope and a
branch union to multiple ropes, blocks,
slings, lowering devices and mechanicaladvantage rigs. Most days, systems fall
somewhere in between. Still, there are a
staggering number of choices in gear, techniques and applications.
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Enter ANSI Z133, our safety standard.
The Z133 is really a list to help tree
workers avoid mistakes that have been
made in the past. We learn from our successes in life, but we learn a lot more
from our failures. Changes in the ANSI
standards are reflections of what is happening in industry. It is a great starting
point to use. It is a set of guidelines that
you can work within.
Rather than repeat here the general
changes to the Z133, refer to the article
“Climbing with the New Z133” in the
July 2013 TCI Magazine. There are two
key terms used in the ANSI standards
that you should be aware of: “should”
and “shall.” “Should” refers to practices
that are highly recommended but not
required. “Shall” refers to a required
practice.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

Rigging changes in the Z133
• A horizontal rigging point may need
additional support.
If the rigging point is out on a limb or is
not strong enough to support the proposed
loads, it needs some reinforcement. There
are a number of ways to do this. Many
times the extra sling on the block can be
secured to another point in the tree. Not
only does it do something with the extra
sling, it fortifies the rigging point. There
are many solutions. Back-stays are not new
to tree work, just new to the Z133 standard.
Another way to help a weak or small rigging point is to use an additional block in
the tree. This can alter the direction in
which tree parts are loaded, and it can help
spread loads out in the tree. Using a second
rigging line on the piece will accomplish
the same goal of lessening loads and

spreading forces. The Z133 is not telling
you how to rig or specific techniques to
use. It offers guidelines that have been successful in general terms.
• A drop zone shall be established for
rigging operations.
You need to delineate a drop zone, however you do it, i.e. with cones, tape, lights,
flags, or maybe just saying from the corner
of the house to corner of the swimming
pool is the designated drop zone. You may
have to delineate two or three zones in the
pre-job or work-site briefing. The whole
crew must know where and when each
zone is being used.
This ties directly to what Dr. John Ball,
of South Dakota State University, is finding in the statistics and the accident reports
he compiles. Workers are getting hurt in
struck-by injuries because somebody is in
the drop zone. What the Z133 is telling you
now is that you need to verbally delineate
it and/or mark it out somehow.
• Workers not directly involved shall
stay out of the drop zone.
This is a “shall” requirement now, so
you need to delineate the drop zone and
decide who needs to be in that drop zone.
This can be applied in felling operations. If
you are felling a 100-foot tree and you are
not directly involved in that felling operation, you should be well out of the zone.
• Work shall be organized so that it will
not create hazards for other workers.
The most dangerous hazards are hidden.
So often accidents are in the details. Tree
work and especially rigging operations are
busy and fast-paced. Organize the job site
and workflow to prevent hazards for other
workers and yourself. This requires everybody working together, planning, then
executing the plan.
• When rigging wood or branches you
shall have a handsaw.
In the standards language for climbing,
this is a “should” requirement. When rigging, it is a “shall.” Have a handsaw with
you and use it. Chain saws are indispensable, but not the only way to cut. Use the
handsaw on small limbs, to cut and control
small pieces, and to finish large cuts without the hassle, and hazard, of holding onto
a running chain saw.
• Climbers and their systems shall not
make contact with the rigging system.
In a two dimensional world, it is called

Rigging systems shall not compromise any part of the climbing system – check. Plan your systems so they do not interfere
with each other.

the rigging triangle; with the rigging point,
the piece being rigged and the friction-control device forming the three apices of a
triangle. A better visualization is to think of
your rigging point as a spotlight shining
down. In that cone of light, the piece being
rigged passes through on its way to the
drop zone. Find this cone and position
yourself outside of it.

• Rigging systems shall not compromise
any part of the climbing system.
Movement is inherent when rigging
trees. The release of stored energy and
gravity cause things to move. Mechanical
advantage or just plain old muscle power
can cause things to move. Plan your systems so they do not interfere with each
other. Crossed lines and overlapped bits
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Steps shall be taken to prevent spars
from splitting or tearing during the rigging operation – check. If the chance
exits for a cut to fail or split, take the
time to ensure your safety and that of
your crew.

and parts can combine to cause failure.
Keep climbing and rigging systems separated so both can function as designed.
• Steps shall be taken to prevent spars
from splitting or tearing during the rigging operation.
Cuts on trees, especially when aloft,
should be made as predictable as possible.
If the chance exits for a cut to fail or split,
take the time to ensure your safety and that
of your crew. Cutting technique, smaller
pieces, extra straps and/or well-planned
escape routes may all be necessary,
• Climbers shall take steps to avoid
trapping, pinning or entangling themselves in the system should the tree split
or the rigging fail.
Should the unpredictable happen or the
plan get botched due to any number of factors, the arborist aloft shall position
himself or herself in the best possible position to avoid injury. Envision the worst
case and plan for it. Arrange your equipment and crew to respond in an
emergency.
Conclusion
Where can you get your copy of the
Z133? Are you an active TCIA member?
You should have already received one for
free if your dues are paid. You can also
purchase it from TCIA by calling or going
to the website (www.tcia.org). They are
also available from other sources.
I follow these guidelines because they
are safe and help get me home at night. I
love my nine-to-five job, but I do it for my
life between five and nine. The ANSI
Z133 revisions are guidelines to help boil
the complicated down, to help everyday
tree workers keep pace in a fast-paced,
changing environment.
Tony Tresselt, CTSP, is director of safety and training for Arborist Enterprises,
Inc., a TCIA Accredited company in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. His travels and
training can be followed at gravitationalanarchy.wordpress.com. This article was
based on his presentation on the same subject at TCI EXPO 2012 in Baltimore. To
listen to the audio recording of that presentation, go to the digital version of this
issue of TCI Magazine online at
tcia.org/publications/tci-magazine/
archives and click here.
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Arborist Forum

By Donald F. Blair, CTSP
ince April of this year, TCI
Magazine has run a decade-bydecade retrospective on 75 years of
trends and occurrences in the profession of
arboriculture, and the growth of the
National Arborist Association into the Tree
Care Industry Association that now serves
us.
Along with all of the wars, and the economic, environmental, social and political
upheaval endured over the past 75 years,
the world has also seen advances in technology, telecommunications, medicine,
transportation, space exploration and computers unimaginable in 1938. One thing
that has not changed is arborists’ reason for
existence: TREES! But while the trees
have not changed, our understanding of
them – the things we do to them and why,
as well as how and what we use to do what
we do to them – has changed, dramatically
in many aspects and in others – not so
much.
Writing about the past isn’t easy, but
since it’s already happened, at least one has
records, archives, history books and people
who were there to help tell the story.
Predicting the future is more difficult.
In looking ahead, it seemed appropriate
to talk to some of the people who are or
will be the future of arboriculture. I particularly wanted to get the perspective of
second-generation arborists like myself –
but from the current generation!
Nicholas Crawford, 31, originally hails
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In 1972, his
father, Perry Crawford, established
Crawford Tree and Landscape as a fulltime business, which Nicholas grew up in.
Perry took young Nicholas to every TCI
EXPO. I found it very interesting to watch
him grow up in one-year increments.
Nicholas went to University of WisconsinStevens Point, for his education in
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Is this the future? This fixed-wing UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) is outfitted for urban forestry applications. The high-resolution camera can take video as well as still images. This platform breaks down and fits into a briefcase. Photo courtesy of
Lehmann Aviation. See realted article, page 26.

arboriculture, came back to work full time
for his father, and by going to night school
at the U-Wisconsin, Milwaukee, earned an
MBA. In spite of his business acumen,
Nicholas has stayed dedicated to the profession. With his father’s blessing, he has
chosen to expand his experience by taking
a job with Davey Tree in the San Francisco
Bay area.

When I asked Nicholas what he thought
the greatest challenges for the future were,
he surprised me with his optimistic spin on
the question by offering to tell me what
excited him most. A “Millennial” or
Generation “Y”-er, Nicholas envisions
using remote-controlled drones and robots
to do ROW clearing hundreds of miles
away, controlling the work from a comfortable chair in an air-conditioned office
with a GPS, video monitor and a joystick.
I thought that Nick was dreaming about

At left, Perry
Crawford with his
son, Nicholas, in
1987.

At right, Nick
Crawford, with his
arm around his
dad, Perry, who is
holding Nick’s newborn son, Jude, in
2009.
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science fiction, but on September 25, 2013,
I attended the Modern Marine Warfighter
Expo at Quantico, Virginia. After seeing
the incredible array of remote-controlled
vehicles, drones and weaponry, I think he
might be on to something. (Not so futuristic as it turns out: see “Use of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles in Arboriculture: Toward
New Heights” in this issue of TCI.)
Nicholas envisions a new family of pesticides that will target specific insects as
opposed to the Post WWII broad-spectrum
chemicals that have been as controversial
as they are beneficial. Even though we are
the original green industry, Nicholas sees
the tree care industry being forced to go
more green by adopting energy alternatives to gas and diesel, such as replacing
fuel-burning chain saws, blowers and other
power hand tools with effective battery
power. He also sees continued advances in
specialty arborist equipment. Who ever
thought someone could make a success of
a business that began tailoring pants for
tree climbers? The folks at Arborwear did.
One thing Nicholas sees as a constant
will be the ongoing need for a symbiotic
relationship between the “Oak men”
(refined, “right-tool-for-the-job,” think it
through) and “Euc men” (crude, “get a bigger hammer,” brute force), to use
terminology from an earlier time. As long
as men and women will still have to get out
in the field and touch trees, the Oaks’
brainpower and quest for a better way will
always need the frontline Eucs to get the
job done.
Chris Ahlum, 32, is a CTSP and a second-generation arborist with Ahlum and
Arbor Tree Preservation Inc. a family business serving the Greater Columbus, Ohio,
area. His father, David R. Ahlum established Ahlum and Arbor (AATPI) in 1978,
so when David tells his son he’s been
climbing since before he was born, he
means it! Chris originally planned on flying helicopters, but, lured by the easy
money and soft life of commercial arboriculture, changed career paths and went to
work with his father in 2003, where he has
been ever since.
When asked what he considered to be
the biggest challenge to the future of
arboriculture, Chris replied with the same
answer that the founders of TCIA 75 years
ago had: “Finding good quality employees

A few years ago, Ahlum and Arbor Tree Preservation Inc. made a major investment in this folding, hydraulic knuckle-boom
crane, but with all of the EAB work, they have found this crane to be an indispensable addition to the fleet.

who see arboriculture as a career and
inspiring the next generation of arborists to
follow along.” With regard to recruiting,
Chris says AATPI has stopped running ads
in the “Help Wanted” section of newspapers in favor of exploring online avenues
such as Craigslist.
With a stable workforce of about 28
employees, Ahlum and Arbor prefers to
hire quality people without prior experience and then train them in-house. Chris
says he has had the most success with
those from an agricultural or military background. The “aggies” and the veterans
already know how to work hard around
dangerous machinery in lousy weather
without complaint. The vets also know
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

David R. Ahlum, left, and Chris Ahlum

how to follow orders. After active-duty
deployments, the worst day doing tree
work in Columbus has got to be better than
the best day doing anything in Iraq or
57

Providing education and training is one way to help maintain an informed and motivated workforce. Here, a group
of arborists partake in a recent CTSP workshop in Round
Rock, Texas.

Afghanistan.
Chris says that the company holds an
hour-long study session on some aspect of
arboriculture once a week in an effort to
maintain an informed and motivated workforce, adding that emerald ash borer (EAB)
is responsible for a sea change in the services provided by AATPI. He estimates that
prior to EAB pruning accounted for about
80 percent of revenue and removals 20
percent. Post-EAB, removals have sky-

rocketed to about 60 percent and pruning
has declined to 40 percent.
The loss of ash trees in the native stands
and urban forests has been devastating in
Ohio, Chris says. The irony with EAB lies
in the fact that many of the ash now being
removed by the millions nationally (25
million, according to 2011 data published
by the National Arboreteum) were planted
to replace the millions of elm that succumbed to Dutch elm disease beginning in
the 1930s.
Chris says that a trend he has observed
in the industry has been ever-increasing
mechanization. In his view this has
become a double-edged sword. While it is
great to have access to loaders, self-propelled skidders and other cool stuff, he
says there seems to be a sense of entitlement within the industry that has become
too dependent upon gear and gadgets. In
the “old days,” if a log was too heavy, you
either got a co-worker to help move it or a
chain saw to make it more portable.
Nowadays, that log may cause a sitdown strike until a loader comes along to
pick it up. That’s not to say that AATPI is
not modern and up to date with either their
equipment or their outlook. A few years
ago, the company made a major investment in a folding, hydraulic knuckle-boom
crane. The $250,000 investment was not
made without a great deal of study and
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number-crunching, but with all of the EAB
work, Ahlum has found this crane to be an
indispensable addition to the fleet.
Chris has grown up with a love for trees
and arboriculture that has led him straight
into the profession of his father. Chris
summed up his feelings in six words: “I
can’t imagine doing anything else.” Nor
can many who are reading this article.
Dr. John Ball, Ph.D., EMS, CTSP, is
many things to many people at South
Dakota State University as well as the state
of South Dakota. Most pertinent to tree
care in general and this article in particular,
John is the professor of arboriculture at
SDSU and TCIA’s guru of industry safety
statistics, as well as one of the most
sought-after speakers at arborist conferences in the past quarter-century.
When asked for his take on “where
we’re at and where we’re headed,” Dr. Ball
got right down to it: “Nationwide, a cultural shift has occurred in which young
people won’t even consider a career of outside work.”
Compounding the problem that young
people don’t want to work outside, those
who might be thinking about combining a
career in arboriculture with a four-year college degree think again when they
compare the cost of the diploma with the
starting pay of a field arborist.
Dr. Ball believes that more students
interested in a career in arboriculture may
pursue an education through two-year colleges and voke-tech programs, and that all
that is needed are more accessible programs taught by qualified people.
Dr. Ball agrees that tree work will
become far more mechanized than it currently is as a response to a dwindling labor
pool as well as a corporate search for the
most efficient, cost-effective means of production. Ball’s research shows that
mechanized logging has a better safety
record than traditional, manual methods.
Tree care fatalities will certainly decline as
increased mechanization reduces the number of workers exposed to hazards in the
workplace. Ball is quick to stress that
although we can improve our equipment
and processes, we can’t improve the
human to the point that the operator will
always do the right thing, the smart thing
and the safe thing first time, every time. As
comedian Ron White points out: “You

can’t fix STUPID!”

Outside work on decline
“What’s past is prologue” – William
Shakespeare from his play “The Tempest”
We had the devastating loss of the chestnut to blight, the elm to Dutch elm disease
(DED), and now comes the scourge of
emerald ash borer (EAB). The downside of
a global economy has always been and will
continue to be the introduction of injurious
insects and diseases. For example, prior to
1826 there were no mosquitos on any of
the Hawaiian Islands. A sailing ship so
infested with mosquitos it was said it
appeared as a black cloud on the horizon
made Lahaina, Maui, a port of call and the
mosquito disembarked, permanently.
Increased trade between Asia and North
America greatly increases the probability
of more devastating attacks by insects and
diseases currently unknown in this country.
Asian countries are just as concerned by
what might hitch a ride from San Francisco
to Shanghai, as the bronze birch borer has.
“These exotic threats from DED to EAB
show the problem with diversity at the

As John Ball indicated, this cultural shift in
which young people won’t even consider a
career of outside work is not limited to tree
care but ALL outside occupations: utility line
construction, roofing, heavy equipment operation, and farming to name a few vital
professions.
According to a February 1, 2009, article in
Transmission and Distribution World magazine, Amy Fischbach wrote then that the
average age of a utility lineman was 48 and
that half of the workforce would be retiring in
the next five to 10 years, with nowhere near
enough apprentices to bring the labor force
up to strength.
Sound familiar? The article she wrote could
be about us if one replaced the word “lineman” with “arborist.”

species level,” says Dr. Ball. “You can
have 10 percent of your city trees in green
ash, another 10 in white ash and another 10
in black ash, but they are all ash and can be
lost to EAB; it is no different than DED
does not just infect American elm, but all
the other North American and European
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species. Diversity is achieved better at the
genus, and I have advocated no more than
5 percent of a community’s trees in any
one genus, not species.”
On a more optimistic note, Ball believes
that our understanding of trees will continue to improve with ongoing research,
innovation and advances in technology.
Conclusion
So here we are nearing the end of this
article as well as this year-long celebration
of trees and the members of NAA/TCIA
and others who have served them faithfully for 75 years and will continue to do so
far into the future.
Some predictions: In the future, one constant we can depend upon will be change:
political, economic, social, environmental
– take your pick and name your poison.
Labor has always been a problem, it may
get even worse, but in shortages, one can
find opportunity. For those who stick it out,
a labor shortage may well translate into
more work for those still willing and able
to do it. Those still doing it will find an
array of equipment to help get more work
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done with fewer employees and that will
make what we’re working with now seem
as primitive and old-fashioned, just as
what we were using 75 years ago does
now. No matter how up-to-date, modern,
high-tech and cutting-edge our equipment
and processes seem today, don’t forget that
every generation
felt exactly the
same about theirs.
Seventy-five
years from now,
there is no question in my mind
that the arborists of
2088 will look
back upon us as
being just as
Don Blair
quaint and oldfashioned as we
view the arborists of 1938. Let’s make sure
to leave something of us behind for them to
see. Take pictures of your crews, equipment and jobs, from the routine to the
extraordinary. Hang on to a few saddles,
chain saws, ropes, rigging, and safety
equipment that tell the story of how things

were “way back in 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050
– well, you get the idea.
Born in 1893, my father, Millard F.
Blair, began his career as an arborist in
1911 and thrived through all that occurred
throughout the 20th Century until his passing in 1984 at age 90. One constant that he
knew he could count on, one truth that sustained him through the hardest of times
was this simple fact of Natural Law: “The
trees never stop growing!” Even during the
Great Depression, through the Cold War,
and in spite of the news in today’s headlines, as a population, the trees never stop
growing. And just as with humans, even
when they die, they will still need the postmortem services of an arborist.
At age 60, as optimistic about the future
as I try to be and as accepting and welcoming of change as I have always been,
there is that other part of me who is so
proud to have known the smell of a new
manila climbing line; the pride in hand-filing a Fanno No. 8 saw; the ache of splitting
wood with an 8-pound maul; the aggravation of being sent 80 feet back up a valley
oak to paint a “shiner”; the taste of garden

hose water; the sound of an angry bee
inside an aluminum hard hat, the art of
loading oak brush with a pitchfork, and
double-clutching a 1958 Dodge Power
Wagon transmission.
Somehow, running a drone from a
remote location with a joystick seems lacking.
From what I saw at Quantico, modern
war is with us now, but the Marine Corps
sees it all as a way to maximize the efficiency of the combat rifleman, without
being able to completely replace him.
That’s where I hope the future of arboriculture is headed: to maximize the
efficiency of the climber, to minimize the
exposure of hazard, but not to completely
replace the indispensable Euc man (or
woman) and his (or her) Oak counterpart.
The future is in the hands of visionary
arborists such as Nicholas Crawford and
Chris Ahlum. I think we’re in good hands.
Donald F. Blair, CTSP, is owner of
Sierra Moreno Mercantile, a TCIA associate member company located in in
Hagerstown, Maryland.
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Arborist Forum

By Sylvia McNeill
he professional tree worker is in a
physically demanding vocation. It
requires strength, dexterity, an aptitude for working at height and a certain
amount of fearlessness to climb and work
on a structure that is biological in nature.
Because of this, the ability to not only plan
and perform a strategy for the job, but also
to adjust that plan as circumstances dictate,
is necessary.
This article isn’t a “how to” climb feature,
rather it is intended to impart how single
rope technique-work positioning (SRT-WP)
has affected our business. And I emphasize
“work positioning.” This utilizes one of the
newer, multi-directional tools that allow
ascent, descent and lateral movement without changing systems or tools. These tools
were designed and made specifically for
tree work by tree workers rather than tools
adopted from other industries.
Climbing innovations in the tree care
industry in the last decade have been phenomenal. If my husband, David McNeill,
had not investigated and embraced some of
these innovations, he would not still be
climbing. He is now 60 and still climbing
professionally. What has allowed this
longevity in our business? Single rope
technique-work positioning.
We are a small, two-person company
and for close to 30 years I have crewed for
and watched David climb. He started out
on doubled rope technique (DdRT) 44
years ago and only in the last few years
switched to SRT-WP.
It wasn’t until David tried one of the
multi-directional tools that he became truly
convinced that this was the wave of the
future in tree climbing. He realized the
potential of these tools to reduce wear and
tear on the human body, and (to allow the
climber to) be efficient in productivity with
many aspects that are actually safer than
methods he had traditionally employed.

T
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Using arm strength to climb can be fatiguing.

For decades trees were accessed by a
doubled rope climbing technique, where a
single line is thrown over a crotch or branch
and tied back to the climber. Body thrusting
was a common means to both ascend the
rope and work the tree. This proved safe and
did not require a changeover, but was physically demanding on the upper body, often
contributing to overuse injuries and early,
forced retirement.
What I have observed
Throughout his climbing career, David
has sustained many overuse injuries that
will never go away. Many of these are
inevitable in our line of work, but many
could have been eliminated almost entirely
if SRT-WP had been available from the
start.
Since David’s personal choice in an
SRT-WP climbing system incorporates the
ergonomically correct use of the large leg
muscles, the ascent effort is minimized to
the point of being able to talk while going
up the tree. When a great many trees in
your area are comprised of strong, upright
laterals with few horizontal limbs, and
your policy is to not use spurs on trim jobs,
the effort involved in multiple ascents
becomes a substantial factor in your decision to take the job.
As our preferred anchor choice is basal,
I see the climber using SRT-WP as being
able to select secure suspension points,
often with multiple redundancies and the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

ability to redistribute loads that allow a
safer work positioning. The set-up time for
this system has also proven, on average, to
be substantially quicker than a DdRT system with friction savers, cambium savers
or other hardware required to reduce friction for the ascent and smooth functioning
during the work phase.
With the use of the new multi-directional tools, many safety concerns expressed
by those not familiar with SRT-WP in general are already dealt with. They do not
have the inherent potential of shredding the
rope as cammed ascenders do. They also
are secure on the rope and, therefore, do
not require a second attachment point to
prohibit them from “popping” off the rope,
as the cammed ascenders do.
Anyone watching climbers perform the
work they do day in and day out can appreciate how dangerous their job is. But
thought also needs to go into the day-to-day
wear and tear that predisposes these
climbers to forced early retirement; similar
to being aware of acute pesticide toxicity
while ignoring the negative, chronic effects.
Retirement should be a choice, not mandated by preventable injuries. It is not
uncommon to hear young climbers state
they like the physical aspect and challenge
of body thrusting and foot locking. But this
can be short-sighted. Using a system
proven hard on the body does not make
sense when a less physically demanding
and efficient method is at hand.
My recommendation to anyone in the
business who desires to keep climbing?
Review the system you are using, the energy it demands and the wear and tear on
your body it creates to see if improvements
or adjustments can be made to enhance
your performance and prolong your productive climbing life.
Sylvia McNeill is co-owner of McNeill’s
Tree Service, a six-year TCIA member company located in Corvallis, Montana.
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ANSI Standards

By Guy Meilleur, Gordon Mann and Dane
Buell
he new ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) A300 Tree
Care Standard (Part 8)-2013 Root
Management is now available. The new
standard was approved by ANSI in
September 2013, and was scheduled to be
printed and available by early November,
just in time to debut at TCI EXPO 2013 in
Charlotte.
The purpose of this standard is to
improve the quality, life expectancy, and
safety of trees by promoting and facilitating the care of roots.
Like all ANSI A300 standards, Part 8 –
Root Management standardizes the way
tree care professionals can write quality
specifications – in this case, for managing
the roots of woody plants. The ANSI A300
Committee stresses that the standards are
not to be used as specifications in and of
themselves. Rather, the standards create
the framework for writing specifications.
ANSI A300 standards unify and take
authoritative precedence
over all previously existing tree care industry
standards and guidelines in
the U.S. ANSI A300
Standards are divided into
nine parts, each focusing
on a specific aspect of
woody plant management.
(Visit http://tcia.org/business/ansi-a300-standards
for the full list of standards.)
The standards cover the
full scope of work practices. For example, the A300 (Part 1)-2008
Pruning standard includes the practices of
pollarding, espalier, and palm pruning.

T
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“84.4.4 The trunk and buttress roots shall not be damaged beyond the scope of the work.” Stem-girdling roots were
exposed using air excavation tools, and those that did more harm than good are removed. Photos courtesy of Guy Meilleur.

Similarly, the new Part 8 – Root
Management includes the practices of
selective and non-selective
root pruning.
Tree care practitioners
need to know about the
standards, use them to write
quality specifications, perform work in accordance
with those specifications,
and inspect work to assure
compliance. The ANSI
A300 standards are voluntary until they are included
in specifications or adopted
in a local, regional, or state
law. The standards may be
referred to if work practices are challenged
in a lawsuit.
The ANSI A300 standards have three
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

major benefits:
• They show clients, agencies, landscape
architects and the public at large that
tree care has standards, just as with
other professions.
• They standardize the way we write clear
specifications and work orders for
inclusion in contracts large and small to
clearly guide their implementation.
• They provide a reliable reference for
any questions or disputes about tree
care in general.
As tree care providers, our use of the
standards helps define the quality of work.
Quality specifications written in accordance with the different parts of the A300
standards all have the need for a clear
objective: Why are we doing the work?
What is the intended outcome? What will
the tree look like when we are done? What

is the situation the tree owner or manager
is looking to solve? The more descriptive
the objective, the better the job performance.
Part 8 – Root Management helps in writing specifications that address things such
as how close a trench can be excavated
near a tree, the scope or amount of root
pruning allowable in reconstructing concrete removed to mitigate, for instance,
tripping hazards or infrastructure damage,
the amount of stem-girdling roots that will
be removed, or how to manage stem-circling roots and adventitious roots.
There are no simple answers for these
questions, and the A300 standards generally don’t provide set limits, such as
minimum distance from trench to tree
trunk. The tree care professional may have
to do some exploratory excavation to
observe where roots are present to establish distances to avoid damage to the trees.
We have to also take into account how tolerant of root pruning a given species is, and
consider compacted soils or other site conditions that may have altered the natural
growth pattern of the roots. In landscape
designs, the professional must specify adequate soil volume for long-term tree
growth. Given all these variables, there are
rarely simple one-size-fits-all specifications.
Part 8 – Root Management helps us prevent or navigate the challenges we face
with roots and soils: people can’t see roots
buried in soil; soil compaction that affects
root growth that can easily become a problem and is difficult to mitigate; someone
else in the landscape oversight usually controls the irrigation design and schedule;
arborists are often brought in after the root
damage has been done; and root issues festering since planting may be difficult or
impossible to correct.
Excerpts from Part 8
Examples of Part 8 language include:
(Remember, in ANSI standards, “shall”
means required, “should” means recommended.)
80.3.1.1 Specifications for root management should include, but are not limited to:
objectives, treatment area, scope of work,
methods, and timing.
83.1.4 Root management objectives
shall be defined based on potential tree

“84.4.2 Girdling roots should be exposed before pruning cuts are planned or made.” The black root is a long-dead stemgirdling root, killed by natural causes. The orange roots growing over and through debris are adventitious, above the flare.
Most are not girdling, but radiating outward. “84.4.3 Retention of encircling or girdling roots that are providing more benefit than damage shall be considered. “

benefits, the intended use of the site, tree
stability, and the scope of the assignment.
80.3.2 Practices that avoid damage to
roots shall be preferred (See Annex A).
83.3.4 Inspection should include, but is
not limited to, one or more of the follow-

ing:
conditions in the crown that may reflect
root conditions …
83.3.5 Mulch, soil, and other materials
should be removed as needed to allow for
the inspection.
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84.4.3 Retention of encircling or
girdling roots that are providing more
benefit than damage shall be considered.
84.5.1 When non-selective root cutting is necessary, roots shall be cut as far
from the trunk as practical.

“83.2.8 Evaluation of decay, callus and woundwood
growth, and response growth in the trunk and crown shall
be considered.”

84.4.2 Girdling roots should be
exposed before pruning cuts are planned
or made.

Applying the standard
Statements such as those listed above
can be translated in the writing of specifications so that:
• The objective calls for retaining a
stable tree with as large a leaf canopy as
Fruiting bodies arising above a root area damaged by construcpossible and an adequate root volume to tion. “83.3.7 Detectable flare and root diseases and disorders
should be diagnosed.”
support normal growth.
• The roots are exposed before decididea of what roots we are impacting).
ing which roots to cut (even with
• The root cutting is done in the least
non-selective root pruning, we need an
injurious manner to the trees.
• The roots are not to be
excavated/removed until they are cleanly
cut to avoid further damage on the tree side
at the point of the root cutting (this can
eliminate tearing of roots back toward the
tree).
• The closest distance non-selective root
pruning should be performed is found sufficient for the tree size, trunk
orientation/lean, species, root system, and
site conditions.
Roots can easily be overlooked, but by
using A300 Part 8 – Root Management to
manage the bottom half of the tree, you
will be able to offer new services to benefit your clients, your business, and the
trees.
A300 Tree Care Standard (Part 8)-2013
Root Management is now available from
TCIA and other sources. Visit
www.tcia.org, or call 1-800-733-2622.
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Guy Meilleur is owner of Historic Tree
Care in Apex, North Carolina, and A300
Part 8 subcommittee chair; Gordon Mann
is a consulting arborist and urban forester,
general manager with Mann Made
Resources, Consulting Arborists in
Auburn, California, president of the
American Society of Consulting Arborists
(ASCA), and is an alternate representative
for the Society of Municipal Arborists on
the ANSI A300 Committee; Dane Buell is
director of General Tree Care for
SavATree, Bedford Hills, New York, and
chair of the ANSI A300 Committee.
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Management Exchange

By William J. Lynott
he start of a new year offers a fine
opportunity to revitalize your business for the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead. Here are seven
easy steps you can take now to simplify
your life, lower expenses and pump up
your net income in 2014 and all the years
to come:

T

Inoculate your business against
Telephone Sickness
Your telephone can be a powerful business builder or a destructive business
killer. Every time a customer or prospect
dials your number, it’s a request for information, help, or even the possible placing
of a work order by a new customer. Any
failure to deliver skillfully on these needs
indicates the unerring presence of
Telephone Sickness.
Inoculate your business against
Telephone Sickness by training everyone
in your organization to understand the
importance of one of your most powerful
business tools – the telephone – and the
urgent need for treating every caller with
courtesy and respect.
In particular, make sure that your telephone is always answered promptly. Never
allow it to ring more than three or four
times, and make sure that everyone identifies himself or herself by name in a cheery
voice.
Never leave a caller on hold for more
than a few moments. Leaving a customer
on hold for more than a minute or two is
one of the surest signs of Telephone
Sickness. And always, ALWAYS, call the
customer back when you have promised to
do so. Never force a customer or prospect
to wait for a call that never comes.
Eliminate the Tardy Invoice
If you do any of your own billing, never
68

forget that neglected accounts receivables
can be devastating to your profitability. It’s
essential not to allow your receivables to
go untended. You’ve earned that money;
you have a right to it; you need it.
Eliminate Tardy Invoice damage by setting up a foolproof system for promptly
sending out the invoice for every job, and
by following through relentlessly on every
late payment. This is as important to your
financial success as the quality of the work
turned out by you and your staff. If your
customers learn that you are cavalier about
money owed to you, you can be certain
they will stretch your patience (and your
cash flow) to the limit.
Beware the Invisible Low-performer
Even one slacker in your operation is an
internal virus that will eat away at productivity, profits, and employee morale.
Dealing with an under-performing
employee is a challenging task for most
tree care pros, but failing to face up to the
problem will make a bad situation even
worse. It can result in added stress on other
employees who may have to take up the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

slack, and resentment among those who
can’t understand why the offender is
allowed to continue on.
The cure? Show your top performing
employees how much you value their work
and that you won’t tolerate a slacker.
Beware the Invisible Employee
In the course of your demanding schedule, it’s all too easy to fall into a pattern of
superficial contacts with employees.
Consider this actual exchange overheard
between a business owner and an employee passing in a hallway:
Employee: “Good morning, Mr. Smith,
looks like we’re going to have a nice day.”
Boss: “Fine, thank you. And how are
you?”
That sort of disconnect between an
employee and a busy manager is all too
common today; it preys on the susceptibility of workers who are starving for
individual recognition and the essential
dignity that goes along with it. Failing to
supply it provides a perfect setting for the
loss of initiative, lowered work ethic, and
destructive depression on the part of the

offended employees.
Fortunately eliminating the Invisible
Employee virus is easy even for the busiest
owner. One of the simplest and most effective ways to develop and demonstrate
sincere interest in your employees is to
take the time to find out something about
each one including such simple things as
the names of spouse and children, or
employee hobbies or special interests, and
then following through from time-to-time
with questions that show you are genuinely interested.
Eliminate the Foggy Instruction
Do you think that the instructions you
give to your workers are always crystal
clear? If you think so, there’s a good
chance that you’re wrong. The ability to
communicate with precision doesn’t come
naturally to most of us regardless of the
extent of our education and business
know-how.
Industrial psychologists studying the
effectiveness of communications among

Do you think that the
instructions you give to
your workers are always
crystal clear? If you
think so, there’s a good
chance that you’re
wrong.
humans uncovered an astonishing weakness in this vital area of our lives. Much of
the problem, they say, is the result of a limited vocabulary and the way many of us
choose our words.
If you’ve ever been frustrated by the
failure of an employee to follow your
instructions or carry out a task the way you
intended, it’s quite possible that the fault
was your own – that you failed to make
your instructions unmistakably clear. Too
often, we assume that everyone will, or
should, understand everything we say or

write; this situation provides a happy
breeding ground for the Foggy Instruction
virus.
Trying to pinpoint the blame for specific
incidents of miscommunication probably
isn’t worth the effort. Still, there is little
room for doubt that the heaviest share of
responsibility for safety and profitable
business communication rests with the person assigning the task, not the person on
the receiving end.
Some years ago, a detailed study on
business owners and managers revealed
that a broad vocabulary was the most often
seen characteristic in successful executives. That’s not surprising when you
consider that words are the only tools we
have for communicating our thoughts to
others. Because a tree care professional
must get things done largely through the
efforts of others, the ability to express
thoughts with clarity and precision is an
obvious necessity.
Dr. Wilfred Funk in his classic book,
Words of Power, said, “Success and vocab-
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ulary go hand-in-hand.”
Another educator, Dr. John Dewey, said
simply, “Thought is impossible without
words.” Henry Thomas made a similar
observation when he wrote, “Words are the
materials out of which we build our
thoughts.”
These sentiments, echoed by countless
experts, lead to an inescapable conclusion:
Since words are necessary in the formation
of our thoughts, an expanded vocabulary
will improve the quality of our thinking.
However, they say, you should not take the
job of building a powerful vocabulary to
mean the relentless addition of exotic
words just for the sake of sheer numbers –
quite to the contrary. The most appropriate
word will seldom be the longest or most
obscure one. The possessor of an unnecessarily large vocabulary runs the constant
risk of being misunderstood.
The trick is to master enough words to
allow clear expression of your thoughts
without resorting to the use of words that
are beyond the understanding of all but
college professors.
To be sure, effective communications
can be an elusive target. But owners and
managers who make a sincere effort to
improve their skill in expressing themselves and their ability to understand others
will gain an important advantage on the
road to business success by inoculating
themselves against the Foggy Instruction
virus.

Some of the most successful companies in the
world have been built on
a
foundation
that
revolves around the principle that customer
complaints provide a
valuable opportunity to
build the business.
Go the Extra Mile
Never forget that a complaint from a
customer can easily be turned into a valuable asset. Some years ago, a major retail
marketing study revealed that customers
whose complaints were satisfactorily
resolved became better customers of the
company than they were before the incident that triggered the complaint.
Some of the most successful companies
in the world have been built on a foundation that revolves around the principle that
customer complaints provide a valuable
opportunity to build the business.
When L.L. Bean, founder of one of the
world’s most successful catalog order
firms, was starting out, he suffered what
could have been a disastrous setback.
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Shortly after he began shipping his first
waterproof, hand-made boots, complaints
that the boots leaked started coming in
from customers. Determined to fulfill his
promise of customer satisfaction, Bean
returned the full purchase price to every
customer. Then, he set out to correct the
flaw in the boot’s design. That was the
beginning of the customer loyalty that
helped to make L.L. Bean what it is today.
Sometimes, satisfying a customer complaint calls for measures that you may feel
unreasonable. When that happens, think of
the cost in time and money as an investment in your future.
Once you’ve sold yourself and your
employees on why your business is the
best choice for customers who require the
utmost in safety and dependability, it’s
essential to focus your marketing efforts on
ways to promote this image to both customers and prospects. In short, make
customer satisfaction the hallmark of your
business.
Adopt a Marketing Mentality
If customer satisfaction is the mashed
potatoes, marketing is the gravy.
But keep in mind; marketing involves
far more than an ad in the Yellow Pages
and passing out your business cards.
Marketing is a complex challenge, all the
more so in a business operating in a specialized niche such as yours. If you are to
achieve optimum success in marketing
your business, you must be willing to
spend time studying, reading, and analyzing your market and your competition.
Keeping your business healthy and profitable requires an ongoing marketing
program. There is no other way.
Competitive prices alone won’t do it;
dependability and proper clean up alone
won’t do it.
Marketing embraces all facets of your
operation. To be an effective marketer, you
must nurture and promote your business
image, sell yourself as well as your business, and concentrate on making your tree
care business the best choice for discriminating customers.
While any time is a good time to adopt
business building strategies such as these,
the fresh start of a new year presents an
especially opportune time to strengthen
your management skills.

Accident Briefs
All items taken from published reports or
reported directly to TCIA staff, as noted.
Two injured in power line mishap
Two tree trimmers for a local tree service were hospitalized after a mishap with a
power line September 3, 2013, in
Melbourne, Florida. One worker was
shocked, suffering second and third degree
burns to the lower extremities, and was
flown to Orlando Regional Medical
Center. It was unclear whether the man
touched the wire directly, or made contact
through the ladder he was standing on.
The second man was not electrocuted,
but was hurt when he fell from a ladder.
It did not appear at the time that the
injuries were life threatening, according to
Florida Today.
Climber shocked by power line
A climber for a tree service was in critical condition at a Boston hospital after
coming in contact with a power line while
performing tree work September 3, 2013,
in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
Foster Gilbert, 57, was found by emergency personnel dangling in a harness,
apparently after contacting a primary electric line. An Asplundh Tree crew working
in the area was called to the scene with its
bucket truck to assist with the rescue, helping fire personnel reach Gilbert, remove
him from his harness and lower him to a
waiting ambulance.
Gilbert appeared to have burn marks on
his head and leg, according to the
Berkshire Eagle report.

Send accident reports to: editor@tcia.org
7, 2013, after falling out of a tree in
Raleigh, North Carolina. Robert William
Kearns, 26, of Cary, N.C., was demonstrating a climb for his friends when fell about
30 feet from the tree, apparently having
slipped from his harness.
Kearns was a climber for a tree service
in Raleigh. He had a wife and 5-year-old
son, according to a WRAL-TV5 report.
According to a person familiar with
the details, the accident occurred as
darkness descended around 8 p.m. on
Saturday evening, in the company of at
least five friends at a social gathering,
Kearns set a line and spiked up a tree
about 26 feet with a lanyard around the
trunk. He undid his lanyard to move it
around a limb. He also detached from his
climbing line. Now completely unsecured, he slipped and fell out of the tree.
He landed on a hard-packed gravel
driveway with his shoulder and head taking the brunt of the impact. He wasn’t
wearing a helmet.
EMT’s reported he had knocked out
several teeth and was bleeding from his
mouth and ears. They were able to resuscitate him once on site, but he passed

away en route to the hospital.
Man trimming hurt in fall from ladder
A man was injured September 7, 2013,
Gloversville, New York, when he fell from
a tree while cutting a tree branch on an
extension ladder.
The man fell 20 feet to the ground and
suffered unspecified injuries. Firefighters
responded with initial medical treatment,
and the victim was flown to Albany
Medical Center. His condition was
unknown, according to a report in The
Leader Herald.
Father killed, son-in-law hurt by cut tree
A 72-year-old man died September 8,
2013, after a tree fell on him in Muskoka,
Ontario, Canada. The Scarborough man
and his son-in-law were cutting down a
tree when it fell on both of them.
Family members removed the tree from
on top of the men and called 911 immediately. Both men were taken to a hospital in
Huntsville, Ontario.
The older man died from his injuries
while his 42-year-old son-in-law was airlifted to Sunnybrook hospital in Toronto

Man killed by dislodged tree
A man was killed when a tree fell on him
September 7, 2013, in Knox County, Iowa.
Deputies found Richard A. Grohmann, 62,
of Knox County, pinned under the tree. No
one had heard from him for several hours.
They say Grohmann was attempting to
dislodge a fallen tree, and in doing so, the
tree fell on him. He was pronounced dead
at the scene, according to a KWQC-TV6
report.
Tree worker dies after fall from tree
A tree worker died off the job September
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with serious injuries, according to a CTV
Television report.
Sent in by Devon Hutton, SugarBush
Tree Service in Coldwater, Ontario.
Four injured when tree falls at party
A festive block party in New Hyde Park,
Hempstead, Long Island, New York,
September 8, 2013, turned into chaos when
a huge tree branch fell onto the revelers,
injuring four of them: a man, 30, sustained
a broken right leg; a woman, 43 suffered a
large contusion to the right side of her face;
a woman, 44, sustained a laceration to the
top of her head; and another woman, 40,
received abrasions to her forehead and
back, and an unspecified shoulder injury.
Partygoers reported hearing the sounds
of cracking wood moments before the
branch fell onto a group of about 30 people. Apparently there were known issues
with the tree in question – an oak that had
sustained damage during Hurricane Sandy.
None of the injuries sustained by the
four party attendees were life-threatening,
according to a NewsLI.com report.

Trimmer hurt in 30-foot fall
A tree trimmer was hut when he fell
about 30 feet from a tree at a residence in
Hartland, Wisconsin, September 9.
The 55-year-old man was cutting a limb
with a chain saw. As he cut the limb, it
struck his ladder, throwing him and the running chain saw to the ground. The man did
not come into contact with the saw while
they were falling to the ground.
The man suffered injuries to his head
and both arms and was transported to a
local hospital, according to a FOX6 News
report.
Man hurt in fall from ladder with saw
A man was injured September 10, 2013,
in Franklin Township, New Jersey, when
he fell off a ladder while trimming trees
with a chain saw at his home.
The man, 37, was struck in the chest
and arm by a chain saw, and he was transported to Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital by family members
before police and first aid arrived, according to a report in The Somerset Reporter.

Tree cutter burned by power line
A worker with a local tree service suffered electrical burns September 12, 2013,
after he apparently touched wires as he cut
trees at a home in Smithfield Township,
Pennsylvania. The worker was alert as he
was taken by ambulance to the awaiting
helicopter for a flight to a hospital.
The owner of the property where the
man was working was inside when the
man’s partner came to the door and told
her to call an ambulance. The partner was
able to use a wooden pole to get the man
away from the wires, preventing further
injuries.
That pine tree the company had been
hired to take down had been removed, and
the man was working on another nearby
tree when he touched the wire, according
to a Pocono Record report.
Homeowner dies in fall while trimming
A man fell to his death while trimming a
tree at his Southern California home
September 14, 2013. Gabriel Acosta, 46, of
Riverside, was killed when he fell 15 to 20
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feet from the tree. Acosta suffered two broken legs and a head injury in the fall,
according to a report in The Sun newspaper
in San Bernardino.
Man killed in struck-by
A man died while cutting down a tree
September 16, 2013, in Oldham County,
Kentucky, after the tree fell on him.
Two men were cutting down a tree
when the tree landed on one of the men,
who was taken to University of
Louisville Hospital where he was pronounced dead a short time later. The
other man was not hurt, according to a
WAVE3 News report.
Man hurt when hit by cut tree
A rural man was airlifted to University
Hospitals, Iowa City, September 16, 2013,
after a tree fell on him in Maquoketa, Iowa.
Mick Clark of Maquoketa was cutting
down a tree on his own property and had
been there for a couple of hours when his
son, Tim, called to check on him, and
emergency personnel were dispatched.

Tree-service owner charged in death 14-year-old worker
The owner of a Putnam County,
Florida, tree-service company was
charged September 23, 2013, with
aggravated manslaughter of a child in
the August falling death of 14-year-old
Blake Bryant. Jonathan Harves Wilkes,
37, of Palatka, Fla., faces a maximum of
30 years in prison.
The 14-year-old was working for John
Wilkes Tree Service at a Middleburg,
Fla., home when he climbed a tree to cut
off part of it, but then fell about 50 feet
to his death. Initial reports said Blake cut
his safety harness with a chain saw, but
the arrest warrant doesn’t indicate that.
Brian Sturtecky, the OSHA area director,
said the harness was severed by pressure
from a large section of the tree sheering
off, according to a report in The Florida
Times-Union.
It appeared the tree hit Clark and then
rolled off. His injuries were severe, but no

Wilkes’ arrest warrant said the pine tree
was 71 feet tall and Blake climbed about
68 feet of it with a chain saw, according to
the report. Blake began a multiple step
process to cut off the top of the tree by
first cutting off 2 feet then climbing down
about 19 feet. The warrant said the weight
of the “block” Blake cut caused it to fall
sooner than anticipated.
OSHA would be issuing sanctions and
fines against Wilkes.
Wilkes violated state law by allowing
Blake to work in a hazardous occupation, according to the report in The
Florida Times-Union, which added that,
by law, the 14-year-old couldn’t work in
a logging occupation, operate powerdriven machinery or work on
scaffolding, roofs or ladders above 6 feet
tall.
condition report was available, according
to a Quad-City Times report.
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Certified Treecare Safety Professionals can earn one (1.0) “professional development” CEU toward their recertification by taking this short comprehension quiz that is
tied to this month’s safety articles in this issue of TCI Magazine. The CTSP CEU Quiz is a bimonthly feature in TCI. This quiz is based upon information in the article:
“Rigging Safely with the New Z133,” by Anthony Tresselt, page 52.
CTSP CEU Quiz #2013-6 November 2013

1. Using an additional block in the
canopy when rigging tree:
a. shall not be secured to another point in
the tree
b. causes unnecessary stress on the basal
tie
c. changes the direction in the way tree
parts are loaded, and can help spread
loads out among the branches
d. increases the forces that load the primary block
2. Why is it important to verbally or
visually mark out the dropzone boundaries?
a. PPE need only be worn while working
in the dropzone

b. workers are getting injured because of
lack of awareness of the drop zone
boundaries
c. accident statistics show an increase in
worker injuries outside the drop zone
d. it is a recommendation, not a requirement in the updated Z133
3. Using a handsaw during rigging operations:
a. will offer more control than a chainsaw during certain cuts
b. reduces unexpected shock load of the
rigging line
c. is too slow and shall not be done
d. both a and b

4. To avoid getting trapped, pinned or
entangled in the climbing system should
the tree split or the rigging fail, climbers
must:
a. consider using proper cutting technique
b. prepare a well-planned escape route
c. position himself or herself in the best
possible position to avoid injury
d. both b and c
5. Changes in the ANSI standards:
a. are a pain to keep up with
b. reflect the thoughts of a small group
of regulators
c. reflect what is happening in the industry
d. are implemented once every 10 years

Your Full Name: ___________________________________________________
CTSP#: ________________
To obtain CEU credit: you may copy this page, answer the questions and either fax the answer sheet to TCIA at (603) 314-5386; scan and email it to ctsp@tcia.org; or mail
to: TCIA - CTSP, 136 Harvey Road - Ste 101, Londonderry, NH 03053.
1
Only current CTSPs in good standing who qualify for professional development CEUs may obtain CEUs for this quiz. Other readers are encouraged to use TCI’s safety articles
for training and may wish to use this quiz to test comprehension.

Man dies in fall from palm
A man fell 50 feet to his death while
trimming a palm on a Ventura, California,
miniature golf course September 19, 2013.
A branch broke and he fell.
Nicholas Rojas, 62, of Fillmore, died
from blunt force trauma at a hospital about
four hours later, according to a Ventura
County Star/The Sacramento Bee report.
Two in bucket shocked by power line
Two tree trimmers injured in an accident
September 20, 2013, in Glenville, New
York, were later released from the hospital.
The two workers for a Schenectady,
N.Y., tree service were trimming limbs
from a bucket truck when they apparently
moved too close to an overhead power
line. Electricity arced from the line to
them, throwing both of them from the
bucket.
One man was reported dead on the
scene, but emergency workers revived him
with CPR. The other man had a burn on his
hand. Both men were taken to Albany
Medical Center Hospital, and one of them
74

was then transferred to the burn unit at
Westchester Medical Center.
Both men were discharged three days
later, according to a report in The Daily
Gazette.
Tree worker hurt in fall off truck
A city tree trimmer was taken to a West
Palm Beach, Florida, hospital September
23, 2013, after he slipped off his bucket
truck and fell 10 to 15 feet.
James Bailey, who’s worked for the city
since January, told authorities he was
standing atop the bucket truck, next to the
bucket, when he slipped and fell onto a pile
of palm fronds on the curb. Bailey was
examined and later released, according to a
The Palm Beach Post report.
Man hospitalized with beestings
Roger Moon, about 64, of McKeesport,
Pennsylvania, and a tree service operator
was hospitalized the week of September
23, 2013, after he was stung approximately 200 times.
According to an account reported directTREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

ly a TCIA staff member, Moon fell into a
coma for several days, then was sent to a
nursing home/rehab facility, but is expected to make a full recovery.
Trimmer cuts self with chain saw
A man working for a tree-trimming service slipped and cut himself severely his
own chain saw September 30, 2013, in
Florham Park, New Jersey.
The man, 27, was working at a residence
when he slipped, causing the chain saw to
cut him in the left forearm. The chain saw
then kicked back and cut the man in the
face, hitting his nose.
Police, first-aid squad members and
medics found the man lying on his back in
the front yard, conscious and alert. Coworkers applied a rope as a tourniquet and
applied pressure to the wounds with a
towel.
The responders bandaged the wounds
with a trauma dressing and transported the
man to Morristown Medical Center,
according to The Star-Ledger and
www.NJ.com report.
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Fleet Manager

By Mike Moser
egotiating is difficult for many;
others embrace it and even enjoy
it. Do you have service sales
responsibilities for your company? Are
you responsible for purchasing the company equipment? You may be doing both,
negotiating from both sides of the desk. So
when negotiating, do you have your poker
face on, or are you more transparent and
lay your cards on the table?
We are all negotiators. We have been
negotiating since we were bargaining with
our parents for one thing or another. We
learned from these early negotiations and
most continue to hone our skills by practicing on the job, in our personal life
experiences and learning from our mistakes. Few of us have received formal
training specific to negotiating skills.
However, we are all negotiators at some
level.
Let’s explore some strategies that result
in successful negotiations when purchasing both on-road vehicles and off-road
equipment. Some strategies will differ.
First, we’ll talk about off-road equipment such as chippers, grinders and
skid-steer loaders. It is important to understand the level of distribution you are
buying from. Is it a local dealer, a distributor or direct from the manufacturer? It
could also be a reseller or manufacturer’s
representative working with any one of
these.
Generally speaking, the level you purchase from will be based on the
manufacturer’s policies and the volume of
equipment you purchase from them.
Seasoned negotiators will follow a
process; leave emotions out of their decisions and separate business from personal
friendships. There are many considerations
when making a purchasing decision and

N
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Purchasing on-road vehicles is a little different than off-road equipment. There is only one distribution level, the car or
truck dealership. However, it is important to understand that pricing and discount considerations happen at both the dealer and manufacturer levels.

experienced purchasers will be analytical
with their analysis, when negotiating and
identifying the best piece of equipment to
add to the fleet.
“One of those considerations is ‘total
cost of ownership,’ where the cost over the
depreciated life is calculated to know the
complete cost, not just acquisition cost,”
says Gene Bridges, national account sales
manager for Bandit Industries. “If all factors are considered, like maintenance,
repairs, fuel consumption and resale value,
oftentimes it is more cost effective to pay a
little more up front to reduce operating
costs later.”
After determining the product will adequately perform, other considerations are:
availability (order to delivery time), product/option variety, warranty, service
support, training support, replacement
parts cost and availability, liability (insured
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

value of manufacturer), safety program,
research & development program and
financing.
In addition to price, all of these considerations can be negotiated. When you find
an item that brings more value to you than
it costs your supplier, negotiating it into
the purchase can be a win-win. For example, having your mechanics receive
factory training to substantially reduce
your operating cost, or including manufacturer-provided safety training for all
equipment operators may help gain more
contracts. These are value-added services
that may be easier for a manufacturer or
equipment dealer to provide than a cash
discount.
Business owners often struggle with
whether or not they should standardize
their equipment fleet. There are certainly
many advantages to standardization.

Operator familiarization can increase production while benefiting your safety
program. Mechanics can be much more
effective when they can focus their technical skills on one machine. And parts
inventory requirements are reduced by
standardizing with one manufacturer.
These benefits all save time, and time is
money.
This, however, can put you at a disadvantage when negotiating price. Once a
salesperson (and manufacturer) knows you
are “sold on their equipment,” they have
the upper hand. To eliminate this, a longterm purchasing contract may be the
solution. Perform your analysis including
all qualified manufacturers, be open minded, field test the equipment to verify
performance and negotiate the complete
package (not just price) with each manufacturer. You may be surprised at what you
learn following this process, especially if
you have been single sourcing your equipment for years. Others have probably
changed over the years more than you realize.
Once you determine your preferred supplier, you can negotiate long-term pricing
and terms. Price increases could be based
on a discount associated to a published
price list or published commodity, like
steel. This will eliminate the need to revisit the process every time you order
equipment. Of course, revisiting the
process every three to five years is a good
practice, as much can change in the market. So, standardizing equipment has its
advantages, which can also result in competitive pricing if done properly.
If you have the luxury of operating a
larger fleet, you can have the best of both
worlds by utilizing multiple suppliers and
standardizing equipment by region or
operating areas. When purchasing on a
large scale, availability can become a real
issue. Having two or more suppliers working hard for your business generally results
in raising them to a higher level of performance. Each supplier has strengths and
weaknesses, so working with your suppliers to change a weakness into a strength
helps everyone. This can all be negotiated
as a performance requirement in your
agreement.
When comparing equipment, a supplier
may point to an option his or her competi-

tor may not have. That option may or may
not have value to you. Be careful to consider this in your evaluation and
communicate it to your supplier. For example; if chipper ‘A’ comes standard with
aluminum wheels and chipper B’s standard
are steel wheels, you have to determine if
you are willing to pay more for something
you don’t really need, or want. This could
be used in your negotiations by reducing
the cost by the amount of the option,
whether or not they provide a less expensive, steel wheel. We shouldn’t pay for
something we don’t want. It’s up to the
supplier to provide what it is we want to
purchase, right?

Basics of negotiating offroad equipment purchases:
• Produce a comparison spreadsheet
• List all equipment manufacturers
• List all features important to you
• List all services important to you
• List life cost (acquisition + fuel/GPH x Hrs. +
maintenance minus residual value)
• List warranty terms
• Request adjusted pricing based on updated
specs & terms
• Place a value on each service & feature differential & update life cost
• Compare final pricing, terms, features, services
and draft an agreement
• Negotiate final agreement terms and verbiage

Purchasing on-road vehicles
Purchasing on-road vehicles is a little
different than off-road equipment. There is
only one distribution level, the car or truck
dealership. However, it is important to
understand that pricing and discount considerations happen at both the dealer and
manufacturer levels. In other words, pricing and terms are negotiated with both the
dealer and the manufacturer. Manufacturer
fleet purchasing programs can be published and non-negotiable (for small
fleets), multi-year negotiated agreements
(e.g. Ford, GM, Chrysler), or negotiated
for each purchase (e.g. International,
Freightliner, Kenworth). When purchasing
10 or more vehicles annually from a manufacturer, sitting down with a fleet sales
rep to discuss their program would be time
well spent.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

Negotiating with dealers can be frustrating when working with a dealer who does
not focus on fleet sales. It is very different
than retails sales and most dealers either
don’t have the knowledge, resources or
desire to concentrate on selling to fleets.
There are many “fleet friendly” dealers,
but you may have to search them out. It is
worth the effort.
Dealers who have a “fleet sales department” and sell a large volume of fleet
vehicles, will have the knowledge to be
sure you order your vehicles properly
equipped. For example, if operating in
multiple states, emissions, licensing and
tax implications should be considered.
Understanding weight distribution when
speccing a chassis for upfitting is something you should not guess at. A good fleet
dealer will have the experience to help you
avoid a big mistake. Fleet-focused dealers
are also comfortable selling at deeper discounts than retail dealers. They understand
the competitive market and are willing to
work with a volume-based business plan.
They want your business to reach their
high-volume targets.
It can be confusing when comparing
prices between dealers as they will often
leave out an option or two, leaving an
apples and oranges comparison. I’m not
saying this is intentional, but it does happen and with 10-25 pages of specifications,
can be difficult to find. Negotiating a costplus pricing arrangement with your
preferred dealer is a good way to avoid this
confusion. It saves time by eliminating the
need to compare pricing with other dealers
every time you change the vehicle specification. It simplifies the process, you agree
to pay $x over or under “invoice,” a price
that is easy to verify.
When working with a heavy-duty dealer,
you will more than likely have only one
dealer for each manufacturer in your town
or region. Negotiations with manufacturers
are handled through the dealer. The manufacturer will provide an equal discount to
all dealers quoting on the purchase. If your
local dealer is the only one providing a
quote for you, their only competitor would
be a dealer(s) representing another manufacturer. This is far from an apples to
apples comparison. It is never bad to
obtain multiple quotes to ensure you are
receiving the pricing you deserve and
77

working with dealers outside of your area
is a common practice. It is difficult to
negotiate when you don’t have competitive
quotes to compare.
The upfitting or add-on components of
a work truck can be purchased separately
or as a package from your dealer or upfitter along with the truck chassis. When
purchasing as a package from your dealer
or upfitter, you will generally pay a little

more because they are investing substantial time into coordinating the purchase
and assembly of all necessary components. If you do not purchase a large
number of similar vehicles, this may be
worth the added charge because of the
large amount of time this will consume
and take from your other duties. You can
compare the cost both ways and use it in
your negotiations.

Basics of negotiating onroad vehicle purchases:
• Produce a comparison spreadsheet
• List all vehicle manufacturers you are considering
• List all features & options important to you
• List all services important to you (e.g.
training, maintenance)
• List life cost (acquisition + fuel/ MPG +
maintenance minus residual value)
• List warranty terms
• Contact manufacturer representatives to
learn/negotiate fleet programs
• Negotiate with (fleet-focused) dealers for
purchasing agreement
• Request adjusted pricing based on updated
specs & terms
• Place a value on each service & feature
differential & update life cost

409

• Compare final pricing, terms, features,
services and draft an agreement
• Negotiate final agreement terms and verbiage

When negotiating on a completed package (e.g. chassis, chip dump body and
aerial device) you will need to pay very
close attention to the specifications, assembly details, shipping costs, transport costs,
etc. One manufacturer’s body or aerial
device package will be different from
another’s. So be as specific as possible
with your minimum requirements and lay
it out on a spreadsheet so you can quickly
make accurate comparisons. This will
often require clarifications to verify how
one manufacturer’s product or option compares to another. After a few calls you
should be able to clearly understand the
differences and finalize the specifications
of each quote.
Now, the negotiations can begin. So do
you put your poker face on or be more
transparent? Will you bet or fold?
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Mike Moser is president of
MyFleetDept.com, a full service fleet
management company assisting organizations with achieving high-performance
management of on- and off-road equipment. Mike is a former director of fleet &
purchasing for a major utility line-clearance company.
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

Bartlett Tree Experts in Pasadena, CA is currently
searching for 6-8 experienced climbers
Booth #1500

Consultant, Marin County, CA, just the other side of
the Golden Gate Bridge

The ideal candidates
will have 1+ yrs’ experience climbing with
rope and saddle in the tree care industry. We are
looking for candidates who are looking for a longterm career with a company. Performs all required
ground, climbing, and aerial lift duties in support of
specific job assignments, as directed by crew leader
or designated supervisor. Responsible for carrying
out other duties as assigned by the crew leader or
designated supervisor, arborist representative, or
local manager. Bartlett Tree Experts has been in
business for over 100 years and can give the opportunity for upward mobility within the company. Great
Benefits and competitive compensation. We will
assist with relocation for the right candidates. EOE
Employer. Having a CDL is a big plus. Email your
resume to our ad posted at www.jobs.tcia.org.

Award winning tree service seeks certified arborist to
join our team. You are ready to work, experienced in
consulting and sales. Very experienced in PHC treatments and a strong leader who can work within, but
also capable of helping improve, an existing system/structure. Excellent pay for exceptional people.
Contact tad@treemasters.com (415) 672-3424.

Experienced Crew Leader and Climber
Honest, great attitude, fun person with self-directed
work initiative. Competitive pay, cont. education,
profit sharing, state-of-the-art equip.; growth potential, safe work environment. Certified Arborist a plus.
Communication, computer & Internet skills needed;
pruning, climbing & problem solving skills. Ohio
Driver’s license a must. Strong work ethic. Email
resumes to justin@helpfortrees.com.

Trim Field Supervisor, Arborist Foreman
Take Your Career a Mile
High. With roots proudly
planted in Colorado’s soil
since 1947, we’ve grown
into one of America’s most
respected landscape care services. We’re searching
for a Trim Field Supervisor to join our more than 200
passionate green-industry professionals in Denver.
Swingle offers year-round employment in the sunny
Colorado outdoors, plus top industry wages and benefits. If you are a results-oriented, motivated
individual looking for a growing company recognized
for safety and legendary service – we need to talk to
you.
• 2-5 yrs’ climbing & pruning
• Supervising 5-15 treecare employees
• CDL (or ability to obtain in 90 days)
• ISA Certification, Degree & CTSP preferred
Visit our website at www.myswingle.com to learn
more or to apply online or send a resume and cover letter to careers@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.

Climbers Needed
Senske Lawn & Tree Care has been in business since
1947 and is family owned. We need bucket operators
and climbers for tall tree pruning and removals.
Medical, dental, vacation, holiday, and 401(k). Join
a fun and safe team in Spokane, Washington!
Email Timm tturnbough@senske.com or call
(509) 891-6629.

Professional Tree Care Company in Florida Seeking
Full Time Climber
We have 2 ISA Cert. Arborists on staff, prefer climber
who is ISA Certified or who has worked for ISA Cert
arborist. Melbourne FL. www.treeserviceexpress.com;
toll free 1-866-412-0820.

Sales, Climbing & Plant Health Care
We need people who love
the outdoors, love trees,
love people and love to
demonstrate quality in
their
work
ethics.
Experienced arborists in sales, climbing, plant
health care who want to be a part of a moving company should apply. We will even consider hiring the
individual with no experience but an outward display
of passion for this industry. Send your resume today
to see how you can benefit from employment with Sox
& Freeman. Email to chris@soxandfreeman.com or
fax (803) 252-4858.

Trim Field Supervisor, Arborist Foreman, Ventura
County, CA
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Newbury Park Tree
Service needs a team
player who can provide
costs & quotes, set up
crews, supervise work & monitor safe work compliance. We offer year-round employment, competitive
wages & continuing education opportunities. 2-5
years’ climbing & pruning; supervising experience;
CA driver license; ISA Certification, CTSP or degree
preferred. If you are interested in joining our team,
forward your resume to info@newburyparktree.com.

Climbers/bucket truck operators, crane operators

Experienced Crew Leader/Climber

Ping’s Tree Service, one of
the largest tree services
in central Indiana, is
seeking climbers/bucket truck operators and crane
operators. Must be experienced in residential and
commercial tree care, including: crown reductions,
thinning, pruning and working with cranes. Must
have technical rigging skills of all facets of tree trimming and removal. Lic. drivers only. PHC techs and
cert. arborists also needed. Join one of Indiana’s
leading tree removal companies. Top wages and
great benefits. Apply online without delay at
pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.

Year around work in beautiful Northern California,
working for a family-owned company with established Utility clients. Minimum 3 years’ climbing
experience and previous experience running crews.
We require clean driving records, no drugs; nonsmoking co. Must have strong paperwork and
organizational skills along with a strong work ethic.
Competitive wages, paid holidays and safe work environment. Fax (530) 432-1827 or email
annie@brush911.com for consideration.

Tree Climber/Crew Leader, IL
Climb trees for pruning and removal & assist crew
with cleaning up resulting debris (i.e. brush,
branches, logs, etc.). Maintaining the ANSI Z133.1
safety standards & A300 pruning standard in dayto-day operations, full understanding of these
standards is crucial. Must have at least 1 year of
tree pruning and climbing field experience including
the ability to operate all equipment and tools utilized within the climbing industry. The ability to
climb rope or tree up to 80’ with equipment and PPE.
Morgan.Kitlinski@acresgroup.com; (847) 487-5071;
www.acresgroup.com/careers/job-search/
Immediate Openings for Tree Climber
(Trainee, I, II, III, Foreman & Supervisor)
We are seeking experienced,
knowledgeable, and professional
climbers to perform pruning,
removals, and general tree maintenance. Work year round at residential, commercial,
and government facilities. RTEC is a leader in Tree
Care, Plant Health Care and Environmental Solutions
in the Washington DC area (VA, MD, DC). We serve
thousands of high-end residential properties as well
as federal and local government. We have received
numerous awards for tree preservation and we were
recognized with a Small Business Achievement
Award by Department of Homeland Security. We are a
drug-free, safety conscious and technologically driven organization. Visit our website to learn more about
us: www.RTECtreecare.com.

Production Manager/Safety Coordinator
Growing tree company in Denver,
CO, is looking for a knowledgeable energetic individual to
manage our tree trimming
department and give meaning to
our tagline, Integrity in Action.
Must have field experience, communication skills, a
CDL, and be ISA certified. Duties include scheduling
jobs, setting pruning standards, training new hires,
conducting our safety program, and overseeing
equipment maintenance. Email resume to
rosstree@rosstree.net to join our team.

Part-Time Regional Outreach Coordinator –
Northern West Coast area TCI EXPO Booth #1303
TCIA’s newly created outreach
coordinator position will concentrate on creating groups of tree
care business owners who meet
and interact regularly (face-to-face and online) and
facilitating increased participation in TCIA programs
via regional workshops that address both owner and
employee needs (EHAP, CTSP, etc). A regional coordinator will live and work in their assigned region to
organize member gatherings (breakfasts, afterhour’s gatherings, etc.) where current members
interact prospective members are invited to see
what they are missing. Coordinator will work to
strengthen the visibility of professional tree care
through consumer awareness opportunities at
events, via social media, and traditional press.
Target area for coordinator based in Northern
California, however other locations will be considered depending on strength of the candidate, local
industry, location and TCIA strategic plans. For complete job description, requirements and application
details, visit www.jobs.tcia.org. Resume and cover
letter to: Bob Rouse, Rouse@tcia.org.

Arborist/Climber/Foreman, Sarasota, FL
Looking for some well-rounded candidates who have
the drive & desire to grow with us. Climbers are
needed as well as grounds people. Live in the sunshine state & work for a co. that cares about its
employees and its clients. monty@truetreeinc.com;
1-800-349-8783.

Crane-assisted Tree Removal, Southern NH
Climber, log truck operator &
ground positions. Must have 35 years’ exp., CDL & arborist
cert. a plus. Competitive wages.
(603) 882-0686 or email info@mcguinnesstree.com.

Climbers and Bucket Truck Operators
A fully accredited TCIA company. The largest tree care
company in Baton Rouge, LA, and continuing to grow.
We can’t keep up with the demand and are in need of
bucket truck operators and climbers. Must be experienced, drug free and have a valid DL. Good attitude
and fun personality is a must. We offer competitive
pay, work during the winter months, modern equipment and a safe working environment. Send resume
to contact@boftree.com or call (225) 755-8088.
Check us out at www.bofingerstreeservice.com.
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Managers & Climbers, Bay Area, CA

Experienced Climber Position

Certified Arborist/Sales

We offer job stability in addition
to a competitive
pay pkg. Includes
promotion opportunities, health benefits, paid holidays & paid vacation. Previous tree care &
management experience a must. Skills include computer competency and possess a clean MVR. Drug
Screen required. Email resume & cover letter via
http://jobs.tcia.org/jobseeker/job/10699001.

Medium-sized tree
care company seeking
a climber with extensive experience, who
holds CDL, is skilled in rigging, pruning, and large
takedowns. Drug-free workplace and highly competitive benefit packages including hourly pay between
$15 and $25, health insurance, profit sharing, and
401(k). Relocation package for the right candidate.
Signing bonus available! Fax or email resume to
(203) 272-0393 or arborist@totaltreecare.com.

We are seeking a candidate with
a selling style that will be:
Authoritative in guiding the
process toward your goals; Driven
to keep the process moving along
as quickly as possible. Willing to take risks such as
cold-calling or experimenting with a new product
idea. Flexible in working with the customer to close
the deal in different, and possibly unique, ways.
Outwardly focused on your customers, intuitively
reading them and adjusting your style to meet their
needs if it will help advance the process. RTEC provides: As much independence and flexibility in the
activities as possible. Opportunities to learn and
advance; for expression of, and action on, your own
ideas and initiatives; variety and challenge in your
responsibilities; opportunities to prove yourself, and
recognition and reward for doing so. Must have: ISA
Certified Arborist, or can acquire; horticultural
degree or similar; computer proficiency; good driving
record; must be able to communicate effectively and
professionally. Forward thinking and able to multitask. Visit our website to learn more about us:
www.RTECtreecare.com.

TCI Magazine JobBoard!
Are you a tree care professional? Post your resume.
Click on Job Board at www.tcia.org

Arborist Representative
123
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Booth #1500

Bartlett continues to
grow in the North,
South, Mid Atlantic,
Midwest & West with
openings for experienced Sales Arborist Representatives, Foremen, IPM
Techs & tree climbers. We have locations in
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Texas, Illinois,
Michigan, Minnesota, California, Washington,
Arizona, Canada, UK & Ireland. Bartlett Tree Experts
has been in business for over 104 years. We are the
largest family-owned tree care company with over 80
offices in the USA. We pride ourselves in offering scientific tree care and have unmatched resources with
the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory. If you are
someone who is looking for upward mobility and a
long-term future with a great company, then send us
your resume. No phone calls please. We offer excellent compensation and benefits. EEO Employer.
Opportunity Grows on Trees. Email your resume to our
ad posted at www.jobs.tcia.org.
Seacoast NH - FT/yr round - Generous Benefits
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Exp Climber: must have knowledge of the climbing position for
pruning, removal and proper
use of equipment. CDL-A and
arbor cert req – or obtain once
hired. Send resume/ref to:
info@seacoasttreecare.com

Arborist Representative

Booth #1500

The ideal candidate
will have 5+ years of
experience selling and
managing residential
and commercial properties and have a proven track record of success. ISA
Certification; Degree in forestry, arboriculture or
related field; Hands on knowledge of trees, insect,
diseases; Attention to detail; Strong listening skills;
Clean driver’s license; Strong sense of safety; Strong
leadership. Bartlett Tree Experts has been in business for over 100 years. We are the largest
family-owned tree Care Company in the USA with
over 90 offices. We pride ourselves in offering scientific tree care and have unmatched resources with
the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory. If you are
someone who is looking for upward mobility and a
long-term future with a great company, then send us
your resume. We offer competitive compensation &
benefits. Sales – Responsible for all areas of sales
within a defined territory, including selling, marketing, customer service and other non-selling tasks
including, but not limited to, administration, production and training. Marketing – utilizes Local Office
Marketing Procedural Manual. Administration Complies with company policy and Office Procedures
Manual when completing necessary paperwork.
Personnel – Supervises work to be performed, ensuring jobs are completed per the signed contract and
to the clients satisfaction Safety & Regulatory –
Responsible for implementing and enforcing all
safety, transportation and pesticide compliance programs. No phone calls please. We offer excellent
compensation and benefits. EEO Employer.
Opportunity Grows on Trees. Email your resume to our
ad posted at www.jobs.tcia.org.

Certified Arborist/Tree Climber, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
Immediate opening. Must have a valid CDL. Contact
Tropical Tree Care, Inc. E-mail resume to: tropicaltreecare@gmail.com; phone: (808) 322-4722.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Dodge Tree Service is growing again
One of the oldest tree services on Boston’s north shore
is hiring an experienced climber, bucket truck operator & ground person. Climber should be a Cert.
arborist, must have CDL. Great pay & benefits. Call
(978) 468-1711.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional arborist climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203.

Circle 12 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
Arbor Foreman, Des Moines, IA
Applicant must be able to train, manage and motivate others on your crew. Must be dependable,
punctual and have a strong work ethic. Should be an
ISA Certified Arborist, if not you will be encouraged to
obtain certification within first year of employment.
Applicant is required to be able to safely and properly climb trees with ropes and saddle. Must be able to
operate and maintain a bucket truck and tree chipper. Must have good communication skills and be
able to complete daily paperwork. Must have a valid
driver’s license with a class B or above endorsement
with a good driving record, we will run a MVR.
jobs@wrightoutdoorsolutions.com (515) 987-0800.

Full-Time Climbers/Bucket Operators Wanted
A to Z Treez is looking for some honest, hard workers
to join our growing tree company. Minimum two years’
experience a plus. Valid driver’s license required.
Please email or call if interested in joining the team!
atoztreez@yahoo.com, (508) 255-8733.

1500
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Safety Tech Outrigger Pads

Booth #1108

AlturnaMATS, Inc.

Booth #201

Provide
the
load
distribution and ergonomic
safety needed! Featuring
unbreakable thermoplastic
construction, U.S. patent
pending TuffGrip handles
and industrial grade safety texturing. 30+ models in
stock! 1-800-610-3422, dicausa.com.

Your Single Source
for
Ground
Protection! Mats are
available 2’x4’ up to
4’x8’ and feature a
Limited Lifetime
Warranty! Built Tough Guaranteed! 1-888-544-6287,
sales@alturnamats.com; www.alturnamats.com.

Opdyke Inc.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knucklebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

ArborGold Software

Truck and Stump Grinder for Sale
Aerial lift of CT; 62’ height; 2005 Int’l; auto diesel
engine, under 3,000 miles, like new, $94,000! Brush
Bandit stump grinder 4+4 w/trailer under 300 hours;
35hp, $17,000. Call (571) 436-8020.

TCI EXPO Booth #905

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifically designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and monitor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks. Visit our
website www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth
video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more
information.

Dyed Mulch Plant, Norcross, GA
30 yards per/hr capacity. Currently produces 25,000
yards per/yr. Being upgraded. Includes Steparator
Inclined screen, Amerimulch midi-mite colorizer,
Allatoona radial stacking conveyor $55,000 firm. Call
(678) 361-8187.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Tree Business in Scotch Plains, NJ
Gross over $1M per year, turnkey operation, 56-year
tradition. Owner retiring, available immediately. For
sale: property, name, clientele and equipment. For
serious inquiries call (908) 482-8855. Owner available w/transition.

Need Equipment?
Find a TCIA Associate member supplier at www.tcia.org,
Online Buyers’ Guide.

Sparkling Downtown St. Petersburg, FL
All equipment needed including buckets & cranes etc.
30-year-old business with 1 year free warehouse
rental with option to buy. Only serious buyers, contact
(727) 639-7205.

Mild Northwest Climate in Seattle, WA
Owner retiring after 26 years of building a quality,
sustainable tree service. Comm & residential:
removal, pruning, stump grinding, & consulting.
Equip available. Gross sales $400(k).
seattletreeserviceforsale@gmail.com

1303

MISCELLANEOUS
Advanced Landscape Plant IPM PHC Short Course
January 21-24, 2014. For registration information
contact: Avis Koeiman, Department of Entomology,
4112 Plant Sciences Building, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742. Tel: (301) 405-3913; Email:
akoeiman@umd.edu.
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Business of Tree Care

By Patrick D. McGuiness
here is no question that overtime
pay is expensive. Around the country, companies have been caught
by the Department of Labor using questionable worker classification methods and
trying all sorts of things to avoid paying
workers overtime.
While it is not legally compliant to put a
foreman on salary to avoid paying overtime,
there is a similar payment plan, called the
Fluctuating Work Week plan, that is similar
to a salary but is compliant with the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA). This payment
plan will reduce overtime payments to, on
average, approximately one-third of what is
currently being paid. Additionally, workers
often like the security of being able to count
on a regular amount each pay period, even
if weather or other conditions prevent work
from being done.
The Fluctuating Work Week involves
paying a worker the same base rate each
week they work (similar to a salary), but
there is still an overtime payment that must
be made when the worker works more than
40 hours in a work week. In order to properly compensate an employee using the
Fluctuating Work Week method, four criteria must be met:
1. The employee’s hours must fluctuate
from week to week;
2. The employee must receive a fixed
weekly base pay that does not vary with
the number of hours worked during the
week (excluding overtime)
3. The weekly base pay amount must be
sufficient to provide compensation every
week at a regular rate that is at least equal
to the minimum wage and the employee
must receive at least 50 percent of his or
her regular hourly pay for all overtime
worked; and
4. The employer and employee must
share a clear, mutual understanding that the

T
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We don’t know what type of pay method they use, but the crew from accredited TCIA member Heartwood Tree Service in
Charlotte, North Carolina, was pretty happy their company brought them all to TCIA EXPO in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in
2010. The Fluctuating Work Week pay method can cause some consternation among employees at first, so it is best to
have a meeting and explain the plan to all employees – to keep them as happy as this crew.

employer will pay that fixed salary, regardless of the number of hours worked.
This seems simple enough, but each factor has some complexities that should be
addressed.
The employee’s hours must fluctuate
from week to week: In the tree care industry, this is rarely hard to accomplish. The
weekly hours do not need to fluctuate by a
large amount, but the workers hours cannot
simply be factory-style scheduling of a
block of hours that never change.
The employee must receive a fixed
salary that does not vary with the number
of hours worked during the week: This
portion of the compensation is similar to
that of any other salaried employee. The
employee is paid a flat weekly amount for
each week in which work is performed.
Even if the employee only works one hour
in a work week, they still must be paid the
full weekly base pay. This weekly payment
covers all work the employee does, up to
40 hours in a work week. The important
part to remember about this factor is that
employee pay cannot be reduced, lowered,
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

or docked if the employee only works a
few hours in that week.
The fixed salary amount must be sufficient to provide compensation every week
at a regular rate that is at least equal to the
minimum wage and the employee must
receive at least 50 percent of their regular
hourly pay for all overtime worked: There
are two parts to this factor.
The first is minimum wage. In order for
the Fluctuating Work Week compensation
plan to be compliant, the employee’s wage
must be greater than minimum wage (generally $7.25 per hour), even if they work a
large amount of hours in a week. So, (base
pay + overtime premium pay) divided by
total hours worked, must come out to be
more than $7.25 per hour for all weeks the
employee worked. This is important
because the overtime premium is “halftime” and consequently has the effect of
lowering the employee’s hourly wage the
more hours the employee works beyond 40
hours.
The second part of this factor explains
the necessary overtime premium pay. For

all hours over 40 in a work week, the
employee must be paid “half time.” This is
calculated with the following formula:
u Total base pay divided by the number
of hours worked in a week = half-time rate.
u Half-time rate multiplied by the number of hours over 40 in a work week =
overtime premium total for that work week.
u Base pay + overtime premium total =
total compensation due to the employee for
that particular work week.
This can be confusing because the “halftime” pay does not remain consistent, but
changes based on the total number of hours
worked in a given work week.
The employer and employee must share
a clear, mutual understanding that the
employer will pay that fixed salary, regardless of the number of hours worked: In
order to be fully compliant, the employee
being paid using the Fluctuating Work
Week method must understand the terms
of their compensation. This does not mean
that they must be able to calculate to the
penny how much they will earn in a given
week, but they must have a general understanding of the system.
Included in this understanding must be
the knowledge that they will earn the same
base rate for every week in which they
work at all. Additionally, the employee
must understand that they will receive an
overtime premium that is “half time” and
will not be as high as the traditional timeand-a-half overtime compensation.
Common problems implementing the
fluctuating work week
On paper, implementing the fluctuating
work week seems to make sense simply
based upon the amount of money it can
save a business in a given year. However,
implementing it can have some challenges.
Do your supervisors or foremen perform
much of the work along with the crew? If
so, then they are not eligible for any of the
regular salary exemptions, but may be
excellent candidates for the fluctuating
work week payment plan. Here are some
tips for deciding whether the fluctuating
work week is right for your company and
how to best implement it.
Overcoming Employee Fear: There is
often employee fear associated with
changes to the compensation plan, so what
is the best way to “sell” employees on the

fluctuating work week? The biggest
employee benefit with the new plan will be
the security of a reliable paycheck. Every
pay period will have the same amount of
base pay on the check, even if the employee only works 20 hours in a week. This
stability of income will allow the employee be better able to manage their personal
budget and the additional half-time overtime pay will still be an alright bonus
during the busy times.
It is not required that all employees be
paid via the fluctuating work week plan, so
if you are unable to convince a key
employee after explaining the merits of the
plan, you can still pay them the traditional
time-and-half overtime if necessary.
The Accountant Doesn’t Get It: There
is no question that the fluctuating work
week is a non-traditional payment plan. It
is often resisted by bookkeepers, accountants and controllers who don’t understand
it and don’t like the fact that it doesn’t fit
into their preexisting systems. It is important to thoroughly explain the benefits the
plan has for your business, and the competitive edge it can give the company. It is
actually very easy to create a spreadsheet
that automatically calculates hourly wage
and half-time overtime, simply by
inputting the weekly base pay rate. It may
result in a very small amount of increased
data entry for the accounting department,
but the savings are still very significant.
Confusion Among Employees: Because
the fluctuating work week is often only
offered to key employees, rumors can start
among other employees about overtime
going away. The best way to handle this is

to have a meeting explaining the plan to
employees that are not being offered the
plan. Go over the competitive edge the new
plans give the company and reiterate that
these employees’ compensation and overtime pay is not changing. Another good idea
is to try and sell the fluctuating work week
to hourly workers as a plan they can strive
for by becoming supervisor qualified.
The fluctuating work week compensation method may be a bit confusing at first
glance, but it is a very useful tool for the
green industry and other industries that are
seasonal in nature. When properly implemented, it can save a company tens of
thousands of dollars per year in overtime
payments to employees.
This article provides general information
on employment law matters and should not
be relied upon as legal advice. A qualified
attorney must analyze all relevant facts and
apply the applicable law to any matter
before legal advice can be given.
Patrick McGuiness is one of the founding
partners of Zlimen & McGuiness, PLLC,
based in St. Paul, Minnesota. His law practice focuses on assisting green industry
business owners. He is also a speaker for
TCI EXPO 2013 this November in
Charlotte, North Carolina, where he will
present on “How to Handle Problem
Employees.” If you would like more information regarding employment law or other
legal matters, visit www.zmattorneys.com.
For a complete EXPO schedule or to register, visit www.expo.tcia.org or call
1-800-733-2622.
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Letters, Emails, etc.

Where is the PPE in TCI Pic?
I first would like to thank you for everything you do for the tree care industry. We
have been a member for years now and we

Advertisement
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Send Letters & Emails to: editor@tcia.org
are always impressed with the standards
you set for the industry. Which is kind if
why I am writing you.
In our area of Connecticut my company
is pretty well known with our safety record
and our ability to get the job done quickly.
It surprised me today (not picking apart
your magazine) that you have a picture on
page 36 (TCI October 2013) of safety standards being broken. There is a guy running
a saw with shorts on, and another one in
the background with no PPE on.
I have always wanted some of our work
to be in the magazine, especially the way
we take safety. But it surprises me that you
guys let this picture be published. I am the
last one to ever be a critic, but how can I
tell my guys to obey the safety rule when
our holy grail (that’s your magazine’s
name for us because we love it) publishes
stuff like this.
Once again I would never rip your magazine apart, but I just got done
reprimanding one of my guys for no safety
glasses and your magazine just happened
to come in today and I thought it would destress me.
Just wanted to point it out and thank you
again for everything. Hopefully things will
let up so I can get the crew down to
Charlotte.
Shawn Emmons, owner
Emmons Tree & Landscape Service LLC
New Milford, Connecticut
Editors’ reply: At least one other reader
made the same points about this picture.
The gentleman in the background appears
to be taking a break, outside the work zone
and observing, possibly the climber, so he’s
removed his PPE. Equipment is placed on
the ground next to him and the camera tripod is nearby. It was obviously a hot day
(witness Mr. Short Pants) and it’s therefore
a good idea to take breaks, remove PPE
and cool down to avoid heat illness. No
issues there.
We somehow missed the chain saw operator in the foreground. While wearing
shorts is not, in and of itself, an ANSI violation, it certainly is if he is using the chain
saw on the ground. He could be just moving the saw, but he has his earmuffs on, so
more likely he was using it, or is about to.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

It is up to us to make sure that photos
depicting people using chain saws on the
ground also depict those operators wearing protective chaps. It’s a very obvious
PPE violation and WE MISSED IT! Good
catch, Shawn!

Now krypton helps trees?
As a reader and past contributor to Tree
Care Industry Magazine, I read with interest
the October 2013 article by Bryant C.
Scharenbroch and Gary W. Watson,
“Effects of Organic and Inorganic
Fertilizers on Soil Quality and Tree Growth
in a Compacted Urban Soil.” In the article I
learned that there must have been a change
to the periodic table since I went to school
way back in the last century.
I was under the impression, false apparently, that the element abbreviated as (K)
stood for potassium. According to this fine
article, (K) apparently now stands for krypton (page 25). As TCIA celebrates its 75th
anniversary, it is good that new developments like this are presented to its members.
Perhaps a future feature article could be
provided that details the important functions krypton contributes to the growth of
trees?
Thank you for continuing to educate the
professionals in our industry.
Mark Wisniewski
Wisniewski & Associates, landscape architect, independent consulting arborist
Encinitas, California
Editor’s note: We did send a note of
apology to the author, as that was completely an editing error. It should have
been “potassium (K).” As you are surely
aware, krypton (Kr) is not a commonly
used additive for tree care fertilization …
at least not that we are aware of.
Thanks for at least trying to keep us on
our toes! - Don Staruk
Response back from Mark Wisniewski: I
and our entire industry have benefited for
many years from the high quality research
performed by Mr. Watson and others at the
Morton Arboretum. My comments were not
in any way intended to discount their excellent work, including this recent report.
There are always several articles in each

issue that inform and educate me and are
often incorporated into my own work for
the benefit of my clients. I appreciate how
hard it can be to catch things like this. For
a year I was one of the technical reviewers
for the ASCA Newsletter and deadlines
can be crunch time.
I remember a Dennis the Menace cartoon
from decades ago where he is watching ballerinas on TV and asks his parents, “Instead
of making those girls dance on their toes,
why don’t they just get taller girls?” I think
your staff is tall enough.
Thank you for furthering professionalism in our industry.

Food for thought on soils
article?
I thought the article on organic and inorganics (TCI, October 2013) was so much
like so much research, very narrow minded and a lot of words that said so little. As
a forester, I love my trees and am not a fan
of compaction, so the article had interest
for me.
Under results, compared to controls,
mulch increases available water, decreases

soil density and CEC (cation exchange
capacity). What did they expect?
Likewise, inorganic fertilizer increases
soil nutrients (N and P). This is so obvious
that to even publish, well, I was shaking
my head.
We love organics and we love mineral
fertilizers. There is a place for both. I’d
love to see every tree mulched out at least
one third of the distance to the drip line.
The tree wins and turf doesn’t have to
compete with the tree for sunlight.
Research at the Dr. John Pair
Horticultural Research Center (Kansas
State University) in Wichita, Kansas, 30
years ago showed newly planted trees
grow about 50 percent more each year if
mulched or left bare in a 3-foot circle compared to trees where you allow grass to
grow up to the trunks. That lasted for about
five years then the grass had less effect. We
tell that story all the time.
We know organic matter has wonderful
properties for clay and sand soils. It is the
one additive that benefits all soil. It also
binds up mineral fertilizer to a small degree,
but as the organic decomposes, it releases
the minerals back to the soil so the plants

can use them as food. Great properties.
Sorry about the long response. I’m getting like the article. God’s blessings and
keep your magazine going. It is great.
Larry Ryan, owner/president
Ryan Lawn & Tree
Overland Park, Kansas

No to H-2B visas
In regard to your September 2013 issue
article, “Making Our Voices Heard,” as I
read the article, it was upsetting to read the
section on seasonal worker visas. I have
worked for close to 30 years in upstate
New York. We have 1,500 members in our
union and never had a problem finding a
solid workforce. The union offers fair
wages and benefits. Some of our members
are third generation.
I would like to see the plan these gentlemen have for a foreign workforce. Low
wages, no benefits, and at the same time
taking these jobs from our hard-working
U.S. citizens.
I have seen this in action already, most
of the foreign workers were illegal, and the
(Continued on page 90)
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Tree News Digest

Felix, Wright scholarships
for 2013-14 awarded
The TREE Fund has awarded a Robert
Felix Memorial Scholarship (supported by
Robert Felix Memorial Fund) in the
amount of $3,000 to Matthew McKernan,
who is pursuing a degree in horticulture
from Kansas State
University.
Luke Becker,
also studying horticulture at Kansas
State, was selected
to receive this
year’s
$2,000
John
Wright
M e m o r i a l
Scholarship (supported by Wright Matthew McKernan

Luke Becker

Maggie Harthoorn

Letters & Emails
(Continued from page 89)

ones that were legal were lied (to), cheated
and stolen from. I have witnessed all of
this, so this is fact to me.
So, before anyone makes a decision on
seasonal workers and visas, tell all these
gentlemen – give fair wages and benefits
and see how many U.S. citizens they would
put to work. The results would be a solid,
safe, efficient, dependable workforce.
Ed Moreira Jr.
IBEW assistant business manager
East Syracuse, New York

Lessons from near miss
I thought you may be interested in this
story that happened to me near Atlanta,
90

Tree Service).
An additional TREE Fund Scholarship
of $2,000 was awarded to Iowa State
forestry student (and STIHL Tour des
Trees veteran) Maggie Harthoorn.
All three recipients have an anticipated graduation date of May 2015.

Bartlett aids 9/11 Survivor
Tree saplings program

The Survivor Tree Seedling presentation September 11, 2013, at
Citi Field preceded a Mets/Washington Nationals game. Photo
courtesy of Bartlett Tree Experts.

On September 11, 2001, one tree, a
Bradford Pear, survived the World Trade
Center attacks. Barely alive, it endured following years of off-site intensive care and
rehabilitation by The New York Parks
Department. Home again at the World
Trade Center and cared for by Bartlett Tree
Experts, The Survivor Tree now thrives,
and is a national symbol of hope and
resiliency.
During the tree’s rehabilitation, tree scientists at Bartlett collected seeds and
propagated 450 descendants of the original
tree. Today, the saplings average three to
four feet in height, and now reside on the
grounds of John Bowne Agricultural High
School in Flushing, Queens, New York.
As part of the newly unveiled Survivor
Tree Seedling Program, each year henceforth, saplings will be conveyed in
September to communities affected by

tragedy. As with the Survivor Tree, the
saplings will provide an inspirational landmark for these communities, in the spirit of
hope and resiliency.
In a special inaugural presentation at Citi
Field preceding the September 11 New
York Mets/Washington Nationals game, a
sapling donation ceremony was held.
Participants included representatives from
Bartlett, the Mets and those receiving on
behalf of the following communities that
suffered tragedies this past year: The City
of Boston: in honor of the three killed and
many injured in the Boston Marathon
bombings on April 15, 2013; Far
Rockaways, New York, for the devastation
sustained from Superstorm Sandy in 2012;
and, Prescott, Arizona, in honor of the fallen members of the Granite Mountain
Hotshots, an elite firefighting squad that
lost 19 men on June 30, 2013.

Georgia, yesterday (September 17, 2013).
The work order was to cut down and
haul away a dying 2-foot dbh silver maple,
about 40-feet tall. I was familiar with the
tree because I had cut the top two main
stems two years prior. They were dead at
that time and were hanging over the customer’s yard.
The tree had continued to decline and
was now more than 50 percent dead. The
tree had a low-hanging branch that was
still full of green hanging over the neighbor’s yard. I used my throw line to set a
load line on a strong looking branch union
in the tree. I then proceeded to cut the
healthy limb using the load line to swing
the branch into the customer’s yard. After I
cut the limb, I planned to go about 30 feet
up the tree and bomb down the top remaining branches. The tree had English ivy all

over the low part of the trunk, so I set a
climbing rope and ascended 30 feet up into
the tree where I could perch on a main
branch union. I whipped my buck strap
around the main stem and clipped in.
Suddenly my ground crew started
yelling to me about a possum that scurried
out of the ivy covered branch union that I
had perched on and onto the trunk around
the front of the tree where I couldn’t see
him. I was worried that the possum would
come back up to me, so I instructed the
crew to throw a stick or something at the
possum to try and scare it down from the
tree. At the same time I pulled in a handful
of the load line, leaned forward and
attempted to whip the rope at the critter.
Suddenly the tree broke at the base and fell
violently down.
I was seeing my life flash before my
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eyes. All I could quickly think of was to
unstrap my safety lanyard and try to
jump off before the tree hit the ground. I
was able to unlock my buck strap, however, I was still on my climbing rope.
The distance to the limb I had it on was
just a few feet, and it was around on the
front side of the tree. So, my rope swung
me under the tree just as it landed. I
thought I was dead.
I ended up on the ground with my hips
suspended about 2 feet above the ground. I

was underneath the main stem, which,
miraculously, landed on top of a large tree
stump that sat 4 feet above the ground! I
escaped sure death with a sore knee and
some minor scrapes and bruises. A few
moments later, the possum moseyed off
and disappeared in the thicket.
In hind sight, I could have had my
crew pull on the tree to test its strength.
They probably could have pulled it
down, as rotten as the roots were. I just
assumed the tree was stable because I
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2013

had pruned in it a few years back, and it
had handled the load of the live limb I
had just roped down.
I’ve been climbing and cutting trees for
18 years. I have heard of this sort of thing
happening to someone before, but I never
thought it would happen to me.
Be safe out there. Trees can be dangerous and unpredictable.
Patrick Rogers
Trees Over Georgia, LLC
Decatur, Georgia
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From the Field

By Bill Weber
hat do you get when you stuff a
150-pound hog with whole
chickens that have been stuffed
with whole bratwursts? Add in another 700
brats on the grill, some sauerkraut, a band,
a Husqvarna chain saw to give away and a
NATS (North American Training
Solutions) trainer hanging from the rafters
in the warehouse? You get the Arborwear
10th Annual BRAT-FEST.
More than 1,000 people attend this twoday event. Obviously, not all in attendance
are from the industry, but we probably
have a couple hundred industry folks at
both the Brat-Fest and our Spring event,
the Arborwear Crawfish Boil.
My message is to encourage everyone out
there reading this to think about an event to
get local tree care professionals together. It
doesn’t have to be a climbing event, a mini
trade show or even a pig roast, but getting
folks in our industry together always
creates a positive
outcome. We all
have to work at
making our industry safer, and these
types of events can
be the perfect
venue for safety
training, networkBill Weber
ing and business
counseling.
TCIA associate members, which are companies that provide goods and/or services to
the TCIA tree care members and others,
would be crazy not to host an event like this.
Not only do you get a concentration of your
customers in one place, but you provide
something to protect them, keep them safer
while they work and help them grow their
businesses. All it takes is a little planning,
something to eat and getting the word out.
TCIA members can look to your

W

Arborwear’s Chipper Operator Specialist workshop provided training and credentialing and an oportunity to network.

this, you can help with the planning, too.
Association for help; with our newly hired
Remember the more professional you
regional outreach coordinators there are
AND your competition are, the greater the
plenty of resources at your fingertips.
benefits in your marketplace and for the
During our Spring Sale this year, we had
entire industry. Increasing safe and proper
Dawn Thierbach, TCIA regional outreach
tree care will create a much more sustaincoordinator-Midwest, and her husband, Jeff
able business environment.
Thierbach, CTSP, here to talk about TCIA
It should not be hard to find a venue –
and the benefits and services that are availlook to the associate members in your area
able to members. They helped us get the
to help. Sometimes they just
word out beforehand and
need a little assurance there
staffed a table here during
will be people they can count
the event. Thanks to TCIA’s
on to be there if they are
Peter Gerstenberger and
going to do the work to pull it
Cleveland OSHA, we had an
off – and maybe buy the
Ohio OSHA specialist here
doughnuts or bratwurst.
to talk to the attendees about
The bottom line is there
OSHA’s new crackdown on
are plenty of reasons to make
the industry in Ohio and
an event like ours happen. It
what that means for tree care
just takes a little collaboracompanies.
tion.
Look
to
our
With professional help
Association, fellow members
from NATS and the support
and non members of TCIA,
of Altec, Bandit, Morbark
The BRATT-FEST guest of honor.
and to the associate memand Vermeer, we hosted a
bers, for help. It is all at our fingertips.
Chipper Operator Specialist training workshop and provided professional training
Bill Weber is team captain at Arborwear
and credentialing for those in attendance.
LLC in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, and the assoThe event brought local companies togethciate member representative on TCIA’s
er to network.
Board of Directors.
For the tree care professionals that read

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 136
Harvey Road, Suite 101, Londonderry, NH 03053, or editor@tcia.org.
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